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Everything should be made as simple as possible, 
but not simpler. 
Albert Einstein (1879 - 1955) 

 

 

 

 

I have reflected on this quote multiple times during my research, while trying to find a balance 
between complexity and simplification. 
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ABSTRACT 
The transport system is critical to European businesses as it contributes to around five per cent 
of the GDP for the European Union (EU) and employs around 10 million people across Europe. 
Sweden intends to contribute to the achievement of its climate goals through more energy-
efficient vehicles, more climate-efficient fuels, and more transport efficient society. Asset 
management can increase the efficiency and effectiveness of Swedish railway system through 
achievement of its organizational objectives and facilitate the implementation of a circular 
economy through life-cycle consideration of assets. Railway system is a complex technical 
system-of-systems. It consists of multiple complex technical systems such as infrastructure and 
rolling stock that are owned, operated, maintained, and managed by multiple stakeholders. 
Railway system needs to operate at desired performance levels based on parameters such as 
reliability, availability, safety, and sustainability. An asset management approach can enable 
railway system to establish a balance among factors such as financial costs, social costs, 
environmental costs, risk, the level and quality of service and asset performance. 

Asset management of railway system involves decision-making that focusses on selection of 
asset, asset specifications, life-cycle cost analysis of assets, predicting asset life-time, 
acquisition of asset, operation and maintenance of asset and disposal of asset to deliver a safe, 
secure and reliable railway system with reduced cost. Such decision-making requires 
processing of large amount of data related to operation and maintenance of assets over the asset 
life-cycle. Further, the asset management of railway systems such as rolling stock may need 
considerations for resource dependencies, structural dependencies, stochastic dependencies, 
and economic dependencies between assets in a fleet. In railway system, the efficiency and 
effectiveness of asset management can be improved by utilization of Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
and digital technologies.  

The recent advances in AI and digitalisation have provided tools to facilitate enhancement of 
data-driven decision-making for industries with complex technical systems and multistage 
operational environments. The integration of AI with enabling technologies of Industry 4.0 
(Industrial AI) is expected to facilitate the operation of industries in a flexible, effective, 
efficient, and sustainable manner. However, it is challenging to adopt such AI tools in industry 
beyond the experimental pilot stage, due to unique and specific challenges posed by real 
industrial environments. There is a need for frameworks, tools, technologies, and 
methodologies to guide the systematic implementation of AI and digitalisation for a holistic 
and augmented asset management of railway system with focus on the fleet management of 
railway rolling stock. 

The main objective of this thesis is to develop framework, approaches, technologies, and tools 
aimed to establish a platform that facilitates the asset management of railway system, through 
the utilization of Industrial AI and digitalisation. The main results of this research are: 1) a 
taxonomy of issues and challenges related to asset management in railway system 2) an 
augmented asset management concept for railway system, 3) a MetaAnalyser platform for 
preliminary data analysis, 2) a fleet management approach to system-of-systems, and 5) a 
framework for context-aware now-casting and forecasting analytics for augmented asset 
management of railway system.   
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LIST OF DEFINITIONS 
 

TERM DEFINITION 

ARTIFICIAL 
INTELLIGENCE 

capability of a functional unit to perform functions that are 
generally associated with human intelligence, such as reasoning 
and learning (IEV 2019) 

INFORMATION 
knowledge concerning objects, such as facts, events, things, processes, 
or ideas (including concepts) that, within a certain context, has a 
particular meaning (IEV 2019) 

DATA  representation of information in a formalized manner suitable for 
human or automatic processing (IEV 2019) 

DEPENDABILITY 

Dependability is a collective term that describes the availability 
performance and its influencing factors: reliability performance, 
maintainability performance and maintenance support 
performance.(IEV 2015). 

ITEM The item may be an individual part, component, device, 
functional unit, equipment, subsystem, or system.(IEV 2015). 

AVAILABILITY Availability is the state of an item of being able to perform its 
required function.(IEV 2015). 

RELIABILITY 
Reliability is the ability of an item to perform as required, 
without failure, for a given time interval, under given 
conditions.(IEV 2015). 

MAINTAINABILITY 
Maintainability is the ability of an item to be retained in, or 
restored to a state to perform as required, under given conditions 
of use and maintenance.(IEV 2015). 

MAINTENANCE 
SUPPORT 

Maintenance support is the provision of resources to maintain an 
item. Resources include human resources, support equipment, 
materials and spare parts, maintenance facilities, documentation 
and information, and maintenance information systems.(IEV 
2015). 

MAINTENANCE  
Maintenance is the combination of all technical and management 
actions intended to retain an item in, or restore it to, a state in 
which it can perform as required.(IEV 2015). 

FRAMEWORK  

Framework is defined as a meta-level model (a higher level 
abstraction) through which a range of concepts, models, 
techniques, methodologies can either be clarified and/or 
integrated. (Jayaratna 1994). 

TAXONOMY  
Taxonomy is science and practice of classification things.(Karim 
2008)1 
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METHODOLOGY  
A set of principles of method which have to be reduced to 
method suitable for a specific situation.(Checkland and Holwell 
1998) 

PLATFORM  

A computer or hardware device and/or associated operating 
system, or a virtual environment, on which software can be 
installed or run (ISO 2015) 
 

TOOLKIT 

According to (Whitney 2007), a toolkit for technology 
development in a research is a set of tools and techniques that are 
connected from related sources and are organized by related 
processes that are relevant to the research. 
 

TECHNOLOGY 
READINESS 
LEVELS (TRL) 

According to European Commission, TRL is the system 
prototype demonstration in operational environment or simply an 
experimental proof of concept.(European Commission 2014) 
 

BUSINESS 
READINESS LEVEL 
(BRL) 

BRL measures the capacity of a business to be ready to go to 
market with useful, useable, and trusted 
products/services/solutions.(Cloudwatch Europe 2017).  
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1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background  
The transport system is critical to European businesses as it contributes to around five per cent 
(5%) of the GDP for the European Union (EU) and employs around 10 million people across 
Europe. The transport emissions have increased over the years, representing around 25% of the 
total greenhouse gas emissions of the EU. (European Commission 2022b) 

The European Union (EU) joined the resolution of climate neutrality by the year 2050, as its 
long-term climate goals in November 2019. Climate neutrality refers to the idea of balancing 
the greenhouse emissions with the planet’s natural absorption to achieve zero emissions(United 
Nations Climate Change 2021). A roadmap for a climate neutral Europe, presented in December 
2019, referred to as the Green Deal, intends to improve the present and future health and well-
being of the citizens of EU through several action steps. One of these action steps is to enhance 
public transport and to provide efficient, safe, and environmentally friendly transport. Another 
action step is to promote circular economy processes by considering the entire product life-
cycle to foster sustainable consumption and reduce waste generation.(European Commission 
2022a, 2022b)  

Sweden intends to contribute to the achievement of its climate goals through more energy-
efficient vehicles, more climate-efficient fuels and more transport efficient society(Trafik 
Analys 2022). The efficiency of railway system can contribute significantly to achieve the long-
term climate goals in Sweden. In Sweden, trains carry 38% of freight tonnes-km and 7% of 
passenger-km while consuming only 1.8% of the total transport energy (Smith 2003). The 
passenger and freight train traffic in Sweden has increased every year since the year 2005. In 
2020, in spite of the drop in travel due to the Covid-19 pandemic, 8129 million passenger-
kilometres were travelled by passenger trains and 22,094 million tonne-kilometres were 
transported by freight trains. Although there has been an increase in rail transport and there are 
associated environmental benefits of using rail transport, Swedish railway system is often 
perceived as a timeworn facility that is in need for maintenance. In 2020, SEK 18 billion was 
invested for the maintenance of Swedish railway system, which marked a 23% increase in the 
investment on maintenance from 2019. (Trafik Analys 2020a) 

Asset Management (AM) can increase the efficiency and effectiveness of Swedish railway 
system through achievement of its organizational objectives and implementation of a circular 
economy with life-cycle consideration of assets. AM involves the balancing of costs, 
opportunities and risks against the desired performance of assets, to achieve the organizational 
objectives, and is an enabler of a circular economy, which aims at reduction of material 
consumption and waste, extension of life lengths i.e. increased life, and optimisation of power 
consumption (ISO 2014). 

Railway system is a complex technical system-of-systems. It consists of multiple complex 
technical systems such as infrastructure and rolling stock that are owned, operated, maintained, 
and managed by multiple stakeholders. In Swedish railway system, the infrastructure can be 
considered as linear assets that exhibit similar characteristics over a distance (Seneviratne et al. 
2018). The maintenance of railway infrastructure is based on several disciplinary areas such as 
superstructure, substructure, signalling, telecommunications, power supply and low voltage 
systems. Further, the levels of assembly hierarchy used for railway infrastructure can be system-
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of-systems, system, item and component (Espling and Kumar 2008). The performance of the 
railway infrastructure can be measured from a technical, organizational, economic and health 
and safety perspectives (Stenström, Parida, and Galar 2012). The Swedish railway 
infrastructure consists of several thousand kilometres of track and a large number of tunnels, 
bridges, switches and crossings. There are 14, 180 kms of track, 10, 606 switches, 3870 railway 
bridges, 179 railway tunnels, 5882 railway crossings and 1940 kms of 130 kV power line, that 
are managed by the Swedish Transport Administration (Trafikverket), and are open to traffic 
(Trafikverket 2020) . 

The rolling stock in Sweden comprises of three segments in terms of ownership and operation 
1) commercial passenger train services under a monopoly license, 2) the freight trains services 
that are open for entry and 3) tendered and non-commercial train services. These services share 
and compete with each other for infrastructure such as passenger terminals and maintenance 
facilities that include maintenance depots and workshops. These services have interconnected 
timetables due to which a common system for accessing timetables and bookings is needed. 
(Nilsson et al. 2013) In Sweden, there are 3284 passenger trains and 7969 freight trains that are 
owned by 44 railway bodies and operated by 27 railway undertakings (Trafik Analys 2020b).  

The life-cycle of railway assets is at least 40-50 years, therefore, maintenance contributes to the 
major part of the expenses in railway system organizations (Kupriyanovsky et al. 2017). 
Additionally, railway system needs to operate at desired performance levels based on 
parameters such as reliability, availability, safety, and sustainability. AM can enable the railway 
system to establish a balance between factors such as financial costs, social costs, 
environmental costs, risk, the level and quality of service and asset performance (Nicholas A J 
Hastings 2010) .  

AM enables the conceptualization of the asset life-cycle with respect to multiple aspects like 
business, human factors, production, engineering, operation, maintenance, and management. 
The life-cycle of an asset includes the phases of conceptualization, design and development, 
manufacturing, installation, operation, maintenance and disposal. However, maintenance is not 
considered only in the operation and maintenance phase of the asset life-cycle. Planning 
maintenance early in the life-cycle of a product can lead to better dependability. The stages of 
maintenance that span through the asset life-cycle are, maintenance management, maintenance 
support planning, maintenance preparation, maintenance execution, maintenance assessment 
and maintenance improvement (IEC 2004). Nowadays, data related to measurement of the asset 
condition and the operation and maintenance history of the asset across its life-cycle stages, are 
being acquired and recorded in large volumes. This creates the need for data-driven approaches 
in AM. One such data-driven domain to facilitate the maintenance of assets within AM is 
eMaintenance. eMaintenance is defined as ‘a multidisciplinary domain based on maintenance 
and information and communication technologies (ICT) ensuring that the eMaintenance 
services are aligned with the needs and business objectives of both customers and suppliers 
during the whole product life-cycle’(Kajko-Mattsson, Karim, and Mirijamdotter 2010). 

In railway system, the efficiency and effectiveness of AM can be improved by utilization of 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) and digital technologies. Improvement of AM needs to be measured 
to identify the contribution of new technologies, e.g., AI and digitalisation, to the AM. One 
approach to measure efficiency when deploying new technologies is to measure the Overall 
Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) through the system’s whole life-cycle. OEE refers to an index 
that is frequently used to measure the overall equipment effectiveness of manufacturing and 
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production systems (Nakajima 1988). The industrial OEE model was adapted for application in 
railway infrastructure as an Overall Railway Infrastructure Effectiveness (ORIE) by (Åhrén and 
Parida 2009). The OEE concept can be used to measure various losses, such as scheduled losses 
versus planned transport production, availability loss versus run time, performance loss versus 
net run time, quality loss versus fully production time (Muchiri and Pintelon 2008). 

AM in railway infrastructure involves decision-making that focusses on selection of assets and 
intervention strategies such as inspection, maintenance, repair, enhancement and renewal 
throughout the asset life-cycle, to deliver safe and reliable infrastructure with reduced cost 
(Rama and Andrews 2015). Such decision-making requires processing of large amount of data 
related to operation and maintenance of assets over the asset life-cycle. AM of rolling stock in 
railway system is aimed to find a balance between the investment and operating cost based on 
the required performance of the fleet of rolling stock. This includes decision-making related to 
size of the fleet, the impact on various Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) such as punctuality, 
maintenance of operating assets in the fleet and so on. Additionally, the AM for the fleet of 
rolling stock in Sweden, is based on sharing of operation and maintenance data and information 
due to the cross-organizational operation and maintenance of the fleet. AI and digitalisation can 
facilitate the processing of such data into valuable asset-related information. 

When developing AI-based solutions the availability and accessibility of data is essential. The 
availability and accessibility of data requires an appropriate architecture and infrastructure for 
information logistics. Information logistics aims to provide the right information at the right 
place and at the right time to the end-user (Meissen et al. 2004). This can be done by integrating 
the asset-related data from multiple organizations that are involved with the operation, 
maintenance and management of the asset (Candell, Karim, and Söderholm 2009). A generic 
knowledge discovery process based on the asset-related data consists of five stages that include 
1) data acquisition 2) data transition 3) data fusion 4) data analysis and 5) information 
visualisation (Karim et al. 2016). 

Data analysis for the knowledge discovery from data using proper algorithms is necessary to 
improve AM in railway system. Data mining is a component of the process of knowledge 
discovery from data, that is based on a wide range of disciplines such as mathematics, computer 
science, statistics, machine learning, AI, information retrieval, pattern recognition, anomaly 
detection, etc. (Pujari 2001). The three major components of data mining algorithms are 
clustering/classification, association rules and sequence analysis (Joshi 1997). These 
components can be implemented using statistical analysis and various advanced machine-
learning algorithms such as decision trees, random forest, neural networks, genetic algorithms, 
naïve Bayes, nearest neighbour etc. There has been substantial research in the development and 
efficiency improvement of such algorithms (Mahesh 2020). However, for a business user, it is 
of more value to solve a business problem than to solve a statistical and machine learning 
modelling problem.  

The recent advances in AI and digitalisation have provided tools to facilitate data-driven 
decision-making for industries with complex technical systems and multistage operational 
environments. The integration of AI with enabling technologies of Industry 4.0 is expected to 
facilitate the operation of industries in a flexible, effective, efficient, and sustainable manner. 
Industrial AI (IAI) has been defined by (J. Lee, Singh, and Azamfar 2019) as a systematic 
discipline that focusses on developing, validating and deploying various machine learning 
algorithms for industrial applications with sustainable performance. IAI acts as a systematic 
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methodology and discipline that provides AI solutions for industrial applications and acts as 
bridge between academic research in the field of AI and industry practitioners (Karim, Galar, 
and Kumar 2021).  

The level of automation in AM can be enhanced by augmenting AM with data-driven and 
model-driven approaches to analytics, i.e., now-casting and forecasting. Now-casting and 
forecasting analytics are based on transformation of available data to useful information based 
on the industrial context. The implementation of context-aware now-casting and forecasting in 
an environment with large number of operational contexts is challenging. Development of 
analytics for each individual context makes the overall architecture and infrastructure of the AI 
solution complex and complicated. Hence, optimizing the number of algorithms becomes 
important for the overall availability, reliability, maintainability, and supportability of the AI-
solution. The performance of now-casting and forecasting analytics can be enhanced by data-
driven Machine Learning (ML) capabilities. ML processes such as data preparation, feature 
selection, model selection and model performance evaluation are repetitive from a life-cycle 
perspective of assets. Automating these processes is expected to bring a high level of agility in 
the development process of analytics and increase the efficiency and effectiveness of AM.  

However, it is challenging to adopt such AI tools in industry beyond the experimental pilot 
stage, due to unique and specific challenges posed by real industrial environments (Peres et al. 
2020). The need for a roadmap for implementation of AI in industrial domains has been 
highlighted by (J. Lee et al. 2018). Gupta & Farahat, (2020) have highlighted unique challenges 
related to Industrial AI such as data quality, need for explainable decisions, multi-modal data, 
and the need to attain consistency between models. There has been a study proposing a 
framework for IAI enabled prognostics for high speed railway system by (Z. Liu et al. 2018). 
Another study by (Consilvio et al. 2020), proposes a framework considering the stages of data 
analysis, modelling, optimisation and visualisation for AM in railway system. There have also 
been multiple studies on predictive modelling and use of machine-learning for solving specific 
problems in the railway domain (Aremu et al. 2018; Mattioli, Perico, and Robic 2020; Nair et 
al. 2019; Wen 2020). However, to the best of our knowledge, there is a lack of frameworks, 
tools and methodologies that guide the systematic implementation of AI and digitalisation with 
a holistic AM approach for railway system with focus on the fleet management of railway 
rolling stock.  

This thesis aims to identify the issues and challenges in the application of industrial AI and 
digitalisation for augmenting AM in railway system. It aims to develop concepts related to the 
implementation of IAI and digitalisation in railway system, based on case studies conducted for 
railway rolling stock. Subsequently it aims to utilise the developed concepts to propose 
frameworks, tools, methodologies, and approaches for the systematic implementation of IAI 
and digitalisation for AM in railway system. The results of this research are: 1) a taxonomy of 
issues and challenges related to asset management in railway system 2) an augmented asset 
management concept for railway system, 3) a MetaAnalyser platform for preliminary data 
analysis, 2) a fleet management approach to system-of-systems, and 5) a framework for context-
aware now-casting and forecasting analytics for augmented asset management of railway 
system.   
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1.2 Research Purpose 
The purpose of this research is to contribute to increased efficiency and effectiveness in asset 
management of railway system through utilisation of industrial AI and digitalisation. 

1.3 Research Objective 
The main objective of this research is to develop framework, approaches, technologies, and 
tools aimed to establish a platform that facilitates the asset management of railway system, 
through the utilization of Industrial AI and digitalisation.  

1.4 Research Questions 
In this work to address the purpose and to achieve the overall objective, three (3) research 
questions have been posed: The mapping of these research questions to appended papers in this 
thesis is shown in Table 1. 

RQ1 - What are the current issues and challenges when enabling industrial AI and 
digitalisation in asset management of railway system?  

RQ2 - How should a platform for AI-solution for asset management of railway system be 
established ? 

RQ3 - How should analytics in railway asset management be augmented through industrial 
AI and digitalisation? 

1.5 Scope and Limitations 

In this research, the focus has been on asset management related to rolling stock and part of the 
infrastructure. Furthermore, in this research, assets with similar characteristics have been 
considered as fleet. The main reason for this has been to simplify analytics by applying 
transformative learning. 

Table 1. Mapping of research questions to appended papers 

Research 
Questions Paper 1 Paper 2 Paper 3 

RQ 1    

RQ 2    

RQ 3    
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1.6 Structure of the Thesis 
This thesis consists of nine chapters and three appended papers. 

1. Introduction: this chapter provides a brief background to the research performed in this 
thesis and explains the need for augmenting the asset management in railway system 
using IAI and digitalisation. It also provides the research purpose and objectives, 
research questions, links between the research questions and appended papers, scope 
and limitations, and the structure of the thesis. 

2. Basic Theories and Concepts: this chapter describes the theories and concepts that 
were used to develop or are important to understand the developed frameworks tools 
and methodologies in this research. 

3. Research Methodology: this chapter describes how the research was conducted. It 
describes the research background, research approach, research purpose, research 
strategy, research process and the methodologies for data collection and data analysis. 

4. Results: this chapter presents the results related to the research questions. The main 
results presented in this thesis are 1) the augmented asset management concept for 
railway system, 2) a fleet management approach to system-of-systems, 3) taxonomy of 
issues and challenges related to asset management in railway system, 4) MetaAnalyser 
platform, and 5) framework for now-casting and forecasting. 

5. Discussions: this chapter discusses the results and findings related to the three research 
questions 

6. Conclusions: this chapter concludes and analyses the results presented in Chapters 5 
and 6. 

7. Contributions: this chapter summarises the contributions of this research. 

8. Future research: this chapter lays the foundation of future work based on the present 
research. 
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2 BASIC THEORIES AND CONCEPTS 
2.1 Circular Economy 
Circular economy has been defined by (Pearce, Turner, and Turner 1990), as ‘an economy 
where wastes are recycled into resources, either through a technological feedback mechanism 
or through a natural ecosystem feedback mechanism, so that the stock of resources is constant 
or increasing over time’. The recent usage of the term stresses that circular economy can also 
be achieved by keeping products, materials or components at their highest value and utility 
level for as long as possible, with design out for waste and pollution and regeneration of natural 
systems (EMF 2012). The use of life-cycle analysis can help to build robust circular economy 
strategies through inclusion of environmental, social and economic perspective and through 
providing a comprehensive and systematic basis of consideration to upstream impacts on 
primary resources, and downstream impact on value chains (Peña et al. 2021) 

2.2 Life-Cycle Costing (LCC)  
Due to increase in the competitiveness of business environments and decrease in natural 
resources in last few decades, it is becoming increasingly essential to manage assets optimally 
throughout their entire life-cycle from procurement stage to the disposal stage (Woodward 
1997). According to (Taylor 1981), the emphasis when procuring an asset has only been on the 
cost of acquisition while the cost of using the asset throughout its life-cycle has not been 
adequately considered. It can be noted that from a business and environmental sustainability 
perspective, enabling a circular economy through life-cycle consideration of assets is of value. 

Life-cycle costing is defined as the process of economic analysis to assess the cost of an item 
over its life-cycle or a portion thereof (IEV 2015). (Blanchard 2014) states that for an effective 
and efficient Asset Management (AM), it is important to look at assets in a system context and 
with a life-cycle approach. This viewpoint enables the consideration and assessment of the asset 
function throughout its life-cycle in the specific context of a system. An asset can be at different 
stages of life-cycles at the same time in context of different systems.  

In complex technical systems, LCC plays an essential and critical role in decision-making 
processes related to AM(El-Akruti et al. 2015). A life-cycle approach to AM can facilitate a 
holistic view of the assets. Performing LCC analysis in the initial phases of AM allows the 
development of strategic and economic goals based on the total cost of products through their 
life-cycle. LCC analysis for decision-making related to AM can be on different hierarchical 
levels with interrelated impacts of the decisions such as in replacement, repair, overhaul or 
inspection of equipment (El-Akruti et al. 2015). This means that decision-making on one 
hierarchical level of AM influences the inputs to the decision-making at other related levels. It 
has been indicated by (Blanchard 2014) that up to 70 to 75 per cent of the life-cycle cost of a 
system is related to operation and maintenance activities.  

An integrated approach towards decision-making in AM using definitive building blocks that 
are Reliability Availability Maintainability and Safety (RAMS), LCC and risk management 
have been proposed and applied in multiple studies (Markeset and Kumar 2003; Patra 2007, 
2009; Calle-Cordón et al. 2017; Thaduri and Kumar 2020). These studies attempt to address 
the challenge of predictability of LCC during the design phase in order to establish strategic 
tactical and operational planning for AM. An integration of LCC with consideration to RAMS 
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and risk factors is expected to improve the predictability of need for maintenance and therefore 
a more accurate cost analysis of assets throughout their life-cycle.  

2.3 Asset Management(AM) 
An asset is defined as an item, thing or entity that has potential or actual value to an organization 
(ISO, 2008). Asset management is defined as the systematic and coordinated activities and 
practices through which an organization optimally manages its assets and their associated 
performance, risks and expenditures over their life-cycle for the purpose of achieving its 
organizational strategic plan (ISO 2014). AM can be considered as one the enablers of a circular 
economy, which aims at reduction of material consumption and waste, extension of life lengths 
(Increased Life), and optimisation of power consumption.  

AM considers technical, financial and managerial aspects to decide which assets are needed to 
meet business requirements. It manages the asset through its life-cycle stages in the area of 
capital planning and budgeting i.e. capital expenditure (CAPEX) or in the area of operation 
budgeting i.e. operating expenditure (OPEX). The decision-support for CAPEX involves, the 
development and planning of the asset and its associated capabilities, the continuity and 
implementation planning for the asset, development and management of logistics support 
facilities and the development of business cases. The decision-support for OPEX involves 
systems and procedures related to assets in an organization, such as facilities and computer 
system applications used in maintenance and management of assets, planning of consumables 
and spares used in assets, maintenance planning and management, management of regulatory 
compliance and development of business cases related to OPEX. (Nicholas Anthony John 
Hastings 2015) 

A general framework for AM based on (ISO 2014), is described in Figure 1. AM is based on 
the four fundamentals of 1) value to the organization, 2) alignment between organizational 
objectives, plans and processes, 3) realization of value through leadership and workplace 
culture, and 4) assurance that the assets will fulfil their stated purpose. The life-cycle 
management approach is at the centre of these four fundamentals, to realize value from assets. 
AM plan includes the activities related to AM. The supporting AM systems is a set of tools that 
include policies, plans, business processes, and information systems, assuring the delivery of 
activities related to AM (ISO 2014). The organisational objectives are transformed into AM 
plan through the implementation of AM processes that are integrated with functional 
management processes. According to (ISO 2014), these processes are intended to answer basic 
questions about assets such as, 

o are they in operating condition 
o are they operating as per the business requirement 
o is the operation of the asset safe 
o are the right assets being used for right purposes 
o what are the support facilities infrastructure and logistic support services that are 

needed to facilitate the asset operation 
o are there sufficient and skilled resources to ensure the expected asset operation 
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2.4 Fleet Asset Management 
A population of similar entities have been described as a fleet by (Mardiasmo et al. 2008). 
According to  (Kinnunen et al. 2016), a fleet can include any number of assets that generate 
data which can be utilized for fleet management. In this thesis, a fleet refers to a population of 
similar items in a Cyber-Physical System 

The items in a cyber-physical system can include physical items such as railway vehicles, 
railway tracks and digital items such as data and data-driven models. According to (Nicolai and 
Dekker 2008), the similarity of items in a multi-item system can be based on dependencies 
between items that can be structural, economic and stochastic in nature. These three types of 
dependencies have been explained by (Petchrompo and Parlikad 2019) in the context of 
maintenance. Structural dependency is present when a maintenance intervention in an item 
involves interventions in other items. Stochastic dependency is present when there is interaction 
of failures between items. Economic dependency is present when the joint maintenance of items 
has a positive or negative impact on the system performance. Another type of dependency 
described by (Keizer, Flapper, and Teunter 2017) is resource dependency where items in a 
systems share a common pool of resources such as spare parts. 

A fleet management problem deals with management of fleets to meet customer requests that 
arrive randomly over time and should be addressed within a narrow interval of time (Powell 
and Topaloglu 2005).This concept of fleet management is mainly based on resource 
dependency.  The concept of fleet management is generally used in asset intensive organizations 
such as transportation and mining, which rely on the performance of complex technical assets 
over their life-cycle. An integrated fleet asset management approach should include the analysis 
of the AM process through the asset life-cycle, identification of key engineering and 
organizational factors that influence asset performance and analysing the relationship between 
these factors (Mardiasmo et al. 2008). Such an integrated approach to fleet AM, may need 
consideration for not only resource dependencies between items in a fleet but also other 
dependencies such as those that are structural, stochastic or economic in nature.   

 
Figure 1. Asset management framework inspired by ISO 55000 
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2.5 Maintenance and Maintenance Support 
Maintenance has a major impact on the dependability, safety and life-cycle cost (LCC) of 
complex technical systems. Insufficient or erroneous maintenance efforts resulting in decreased 
quality, accidents, and incidents may exemplify these efforts. Considering maintenance during 
the early stages of life-cycle of a complex technical systems, such as design and manufacturing 
can help achieve best results(Blanchard 2009). 

Providing maintenance and maintenance support, is important to ensure the dependability of an 
item throughout its life-cycle (IEV 2015). The main elements of dependability are availability 
performance and its influencing factors, reliability performance, maintainability performance 
and maintenance support performance (IEV 2015). One of the inherent characteristics of a 
system is reliability. The reliability performance is the measure of a system’s ability to survive 
over a specific interval of time (Blanchard 2004). The reliability of a system and its inherent 
items has an impact on the need for maintenance (Ben-Daya, Kumar, and Murthy 2016). 
Another inherent characteristic of a system is maintainability. Maintainability includes aspects 
of performance such as ease, accuracy, time, economy, and safety (Blanchard 2004). 
Maintenance support performance of a maintenance organisation is the ability of the 
organisation to provide the resources that are required to maintain an item under a given 
maintenance policy and under given maintenance conditions (IEV 2015). 

Maintenance can be viewed as a multi-disciplinary activity that involves understanding of 
degradation mechanism and linking it to data collection, data analysis, provisioning of 
quantitative models that can predict the impact of different maintenance actions, and strategic 
maintenance management (Ben-Daya, Kumar, and Murthy 2016). The three main steps in 
maintenance management pointed out by (Murthy, Atrens, and Eccleston 2002) are 
understanding the system-of-interest, planning of optimal maintenance actions, and  
implementation of these actions. 

The decisions regarding the maintenance activities and resources for the life-cycle of an item 
are influenced by the maintenance policy. Maintenance policy provides a general approach to 
the provision of maintenance and maintenance support based on the objectives and policies of 
owners, users and customers (IEC 2004). The maintenance policy is implemented by 
maintenance concept. Maintenance concept is the maintenance approach developed for its 
items. This approach includes conceptual illustrations regarding the level of maintenance of the 
item that defines the specific maintenance activities,  the environment in which the maintenance 
is to be performed, and the organizational units where maintenance of the item will be carried 
out, the elements of maintenance support and the requirements on the expected effectiveness of 
the maintenance (Blanchard 2009). 

Asset management requires maintenance and maintenance support. The type of maintenance 
and maintenance support required depends on factors such as the nature of the item, its life-
cycle stage, the needs of the stakeholders, and the required availability of the item. The 
maintenance or maintenance support processes throughout different life-cycle phases of an item 
include tasks such as defining stakeholder requirements, defining required reliability and 
maintainability, defining general maintenance support, failure mode and effect analysis, 
reliability centered maintenance, preparation of technical documentation, provision of training, 
provision of spare parts, maintenance management, maintenance preparation, maintenance 
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execution, maintenance performance measurement, maintenance improvement and 
maintenance optimisation (IEC 2004). 

Maintenance strategies can be based on any combination of preventive and corrective 
approaches. Preventive maintenance approach can be based on predetermined (e.g. time or 
usage based) or condition-based approach. Condition-based maintenance is based on 
direct/indirect measures of the level of degradation in an item and the maintenance threshold 
levels of degradation.  The data regarding the condition of the item and the historical data related 
to operation and maintenance of the item can be analysed to decide when or what maintenance 
action needs to be taken immediately, or in future. Extrapolating the degradation of the item 
into the future provides failure predictability and therefore, time to plan the maintenance 
activities and procure the required resources for maintenance. This can reduce the downtime 
that is caused due to unexpected and unplanned failures. Corrective maintenance actions are 
performed to put an item back to its functional state when a failure has been occurred.   

Condition-based maintenance uses data-driven technologies to analyse the state of an item. The 
state of an item refers to the effect of degradation on the item due to age or usage. The state of 
an item can be modelled to aid decision-making for maintenance. The approach to modelling 
of the state of an item, can be empirical i.e. based on available data or physics-based, i.e. based 
on theories regarding the item design and the degradation process. (Ben-Daya, Kumar, and 
Murthy 2016) The selection of models to support the decision-making related to maintenance, 
depends on factors such as the availability of data, the type of data such as csv files, images, 
data quality and requirements on model complexity and model performance. 

2.6 eMaintenance 
The developments in Information and Communication Technology (ICT) has led to advanced 
methods of condition data acquisition through micro sized integrated sensors. This data can be 
useful for conducting diagnostics and prognostics of the condition of an item for reasoning and 
decision-making related to maintenance. The efficiency and effectiveness of maintenance 
depends on the availability of good quality, timely, accurate and complete information related 
to the condition of the item. This can be achieved by two key factors, 1) avoiding data overload 
through the ability to distinguish and prioritise useful information, and 2) avoiding information 
islands that prevent information integration (Candell and Söderholm 2006).  

When items that are owned operated and maintained my multiple organizations are considered, 
the integration of data and information across organizations becomes important. Some essential 
issues such as syntactic problems i.e., the format and structure of the data, and semantic 
problems i.e., the content stored in the data should be considered while integration of 
information. The sharing of data and information across organizations in an application domain 
such as maintenance of railway system, requires the specification of an ontology that includes 
representational language and vocabulary, definitions of functions, relationships and other 
objects such as methodologies and theoretical frameworks (Gruber 1993). According to 
(Genesereth and Nilsson 1987), an ontology can also be described as an explicit and specific 
conceptualization that includes items, concepts and the relationships between them in a system 
of interest. A common ontology within an application domain facilitates the knowledge 
management within the domain based on domain assumptions. 

It is stated by (Kajko-Mattsson, Karim, and Mirijamdotter 2010), that information flow for 
maintenance management can be made more efficient by the use of a considered model called 
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eMaintenance, that is based on provision of information by application of ICT. Some of the 
descriptions of eMaintenance as reviewed by (Levrat, Iung, and Crespo Marquez 2008) and 
those that are relevant to this research have been listed below : 

1) the provision of information logistic solutions to all stakeholder of the maintenance 
process through utilisation of new and innovative ICT with linkage to strategic goals of 
an organisation to facilitate achievement of opportunities and avoidance of threats. 
(Söderholm and Karim 2010)  

2) a maintenance strategy with electronic management of tasks through real-time data that 
is obtained through digital technologies (Tsang 2002) 

3) a tool to support proactive decision-process related to maintenance (Muller, Marquez, 
and Iung 2008). 

4) a structured and logical application of ICT coordinated with technical solutions in the 
application domain through the item life-cycle (Candell, Karim, and Söderholm 2009). 

5) a system for predictive maintenance with monitoring and prognostic functions (Parida 
and Kumar 2004) 

A common understanding that is implicit in all these descriptions is that eMaintenance has 
emerged due to development in ICT and a new way of thinking towards maintenance, which is 
integration of maintenance with business processes to increase the business performance. 
eMaintenance is seen as a tool/system/process/approach that supports the decision-making in 
maintenance through the predictive and prognostic technologies with the use of data-driven ICT 
tools.  

2.7  Cyber-Physical System 
Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) are considered as systems that are based on the integration of 
physical processes and computation, where the physical processes are monitored and controlled 
by embedded computers and networks (E. A. Lee 2008). The items in a CPS that exist in the 
real world and in the digital world, with an end-to-end state synchronization between the two 
realms, are referred to as Cyber-Physical assets (CPA) (Deep Tech Innovation 2022).  

The integration of the cyber and physical components in a CPS facilitates the achievement of 
innovative services such as diagnostics, operation, maintenance and business models that are 
cost-effective and efficient (Jazdi 2014). The relationships between the cyber and physical 
components require models that redefine the state and function of systems that are large, and 
distributed in rapidly changing spatial and temporal settings (Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) 
2012). A data-driven in a CPS can be defined as a discrete model that simulates a continuous 
physical process or model with only certain parameters, for dynamic decision-making with 
some uncertainty (K. H. Lee, Hong, and Kim 2015). The design tools for a CPS should be able 
to capture the abstractions of the cyber items as well as the dynamics of the physical items 
(Rajkumar et al. 2010).  

The abstraction of cyber items such as data-driven models refers to the determination of the 
scope and level of details that are included in the models with respect to the real world. This is 
determined based on an agreement between the modeller and the stakeholder. Abstraction thus 
helps to simplify the data-driven models so that they can be developed faster, are more flexible, 
require less data, run faster and are easier to interpret. In the process of abstraction, it is of 
importance to document the simplifications and access their impact on the accuracy of the 
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model. The focus of abstraction should be to maintain required accuracy to address the 
objectives of the modelling. (Kotiadis and Robinson 2008) 

A challenge that arises with CPS is that a perfectly functioning data-driven model with good 
predictability may not function well in a real-world industrial application because it might have 
not considered some of the required operational constraints (E. A. Lee 2008). The prototype-
and-test design of CPS generally are not able to handle small changes in the operational 
environment and the hardware platforms on which they are running (E. A. Lee 2010). A CPS 
in an industrial application consists of two main components, 1) real-time data and information 
flow between the physical world and the cyber space, and 2) data management, analytics and 
computational capabilities in the cyber space (Monostori et al. 2016).  

A more specific guideline for the implementation of CPS in industrial applications is given by 
five C:s levels that are :  1) Connection level -  data acquisition from physical items,  2) 
Conversion level – data-to-information based on smart analytics,  3) Cyber level – twin models 
for items and clustering for similarity identification,  4) Cognition level – remote visualization 
and collaborative diagnostics for decision-making , and 5) Configuration level – self 
configuration and self-optimisation of physical items based on feedback from the cyber-space. 
(J. Lee, Bagheri, and Kao 2015). 

2.8 System-Thinking 
A system is defined as the collection of items and the relationships between the items that 
collectively perform a function, which is greater than the function performed by the sum of the 
items. System thinking needs to consider, the inherent items in the system, the relationship 
between the items, the relationship between the items and the internal structure of the system 
and the interaction of the system with its operating context. A System-of-Systems (SoS) 
consists of autonomous systems that interact with each other in order to maximize the purposes 
related to cost/benefit of the individual systems and the SoS. A higher order SoS can be 
distinguished from a system based on some of the characteristics such as autonomy, belonging, 
connectivity, diversity, and emergence which have been shown in Table 2. (Boardman and 
Sauser 2006) 

 

Table 2. The characteristics that distinguish a system from a SoS (Boardman and Sauser 2006) 

CHARACTERISTIC SYSTEM SYSTEM-OF-SYSTEMS 

AUTONOMY The autonomy of the inherent 
items is given up granting 
autonomy to the system 

The purpose of the SoS is 
fulfilled when each inherent 
system is autonomous. 

BELONGING The items in a system are 
included based on the structure 
and the architecture of the 
system. 

The inherent systems are 
chosen based on the ability to 
achieve their own intended 
purpose as well as the intended 
purpose of the SoS.  

CONNECTIVITY The connectivity between the 
items in a system is pre-defined 
based on the system architecture 

The connectivity between 
inherent systems in a SoS is 
dynamic and can be changed in 
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order to maximize the intended 
purpose of the SoS. 

DIVERSITY The inherent items are divided 
into simplified modular 
hierarchies in order to reduce the 
diversity within the system 

The diversity between the 
systems of a SoS is increased 
with autonomous systems, 
dynamic connectivity and 
belonging towards the intended 
purpose of the SoS. 

EMERGENCE The intended and non-intended 
functions of a system are known, 
and the items and their 
interdependencies have been 
designed in or excluded from the 
system based on this knowledge 

It is important to not know the 
behaviour of the SoS in 
advance, but rather, to provide 
an environment where the 
expected and non-expected 
behaviours can be observed, 
detected and eliminated early. 

A system approach to problems focusses on the overall performance of the system even though 
the variations in only a few items of the system is being considered. Each item in a system 
might be performing according to its defined function, but the system might still not be 
performing according to its defined function. This is because the performance of the system not 
only depends on the performance of its inherent items but also the interactions between these 
items.(Ackoff 1971) 

2.9 Industrial AI and Digitalisation 
Digitisation refers to the conversion of analog media into digital media i.e. discrete bits of 0s 
and 1s. Digitalisation concerns with how the digital media structures, shapes and influences the 
contemporary world (Brennen and Kreiss 2016). Gartner(2022) defines digitalisation as the use 
of digital technologies to change a business model and provide new revenue and value-
producing opportunities; it is the process of moving to a digital business. Digitalisation should 
concentrate on not only data but also on drawing information and knowledge from data through 
aggregated abstractions of general phenomena such as models to understand specific aspects of 
the world (Gray and Rumpe 2015).  

Digitalisation, combined with internet and future-oriented technologies, has led to the fourth 
industrial revolution referred to as Industry 4.0. According to (Lasi et al. 2014) the some of the 
fundamental concepts of Industry 4.0 are  

1) Smart factory – autonomously controlled factories equipped with sensors, autonomous 
systems and digitized models of products and factories. 

2) Cyber-physical systems – the merging of the physical and the digital systems 
3) Self-organization – decentralized and self-organized production hierarchies 
4) New systems in distribution and procurement – individualised distributions and 

procurement 
5) New systems in development of products and services – individualised product and 

service development 
6) Adaptation to human needs – manufacturing systems are designed according to human 

needs and not the other way round 
7) Corporate social responsibility – focus on sustainability and resource efficiency 
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Some of the enabling technologies of Industry 4.0 are cyber-physical systems, internet-of-
things, cloud computing, big data analytics, machine learning, data acquisition with sensors, 
advanced robotics, and augmented reality (Bigliardi, Bottani, and Casella 2020). Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) is one such enabling technology that is rich in techniques such as machine 
learning, image processing, natural language processing and robotics. The integration of AI 
with enabling technologies of Industry 4.0 is expected to facilitate the operation of industries 
in a flexible, effective, efficient and sustainable manner. Industrial AI (IAI) has been defined 
by (J. Lee, Singh, and Azamfar 2019) as a systematic discipline that focusses on developing, 
validating and deploying various machine learning algorithms for industrial applications with 
sustainable performance. (Peres et al. 2020) have identified five key areas of industrial AI as 1) 
big data technology, 2) cloud technology, 3) analytics, 4) domain knowledge, and 5) evidence. 
These five key areas of IAI, have been described below.  

1. Big data technology – Big data can be defined as large amounts of data that requires 
new architectures and technologies to be able to extract value from it through capturing 
and analysis processes. The properties associated that can be associated with big data 
are variety, volume, velocity, variability, complexity, and value.  (Katal, Wazid, and 
Goudar 2013). Some identified sources of big data for asset management and 
maintenance management by (Zhang and Karim 2014) are data from life-cycle 
management of assets, enterprise resources planning data, data from condition 
monitoring systems and real-time data from controlling processes and monitoring 
equipment. This data can be in structured, unstructured or semi-structured formats. The 
three main components of big data technology identified by (Singh 2019) are big data 
management, data services and intelligence, and services for analytics.  

2. Cloud technology – According to (Liu and Dong 2012), one of the core concepts of 
cloud technology is to simplify the users’ terminal into input and output devices with 
the need based use of the powerful storage and processing functions of the cloud that 
arises from the combination of network technology with computer technology. The 
asset management of complex technical systems such as railway system faces a number 
of challenges during phases of information logistics such as data acquisition, data 
transition, data integration and data visualisation, that can be improved using cloud-
based technologies (Kour, Karim, and Parida 2013). 

3. Analytics – The capability to produce, store, process and find patterns from larger 
quantity of information at a faster rate has led to developments in the field of business 
analytics that uses data to make decisions (Davenport 2013). According to (Davenport 
2018), the evolution of analytics has happened in four stages. The first stage consisted 
of descriptive analytics using reporting tools for internal decision-support. The second 
stage consisted of data products to be used by customers, using innovative data 
management platforms. The third stage consists of business model transformation with 
extensive use of analytics. The fourth phase of analytics consists the enterprise adoption 
of AI and cognitive technologies. These four stage described by (Davenport 2018), 
appear to occur sequentially in time with continuous advent of new technology over 
time. However, these four phases of analytics may be seen as occurring in parallel with 
the use of appropriate technology based on specific business requirements. Such an 
approach to analytics in the context of maintenance process of asset management has 
been proposed by (Karim et al. 2016). These four phases are descriptive analytics, 
diagnostic analytics, predictive analytics and prescriptive analytics. According to 
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(Karim et al. 2016), these four phases of analytics aim to answer questions about what 
has happened? Why has it happened? What will happen in the future? And what needs 
to be done? 

4. Domain knowledge – According to (Lee et al. 2018), the domain knowledge should 
focus on aspects such as 1) understanding the problem to find the right solution using 
IAI, 2) understanding the system to collect the right data with right quality 3) 
understanding the physical meaning of the parameters and their associations to the 
physical characteristics of the systems, and 4) understanding the variation of the 
parameters based on context.  

5. Evidence – According to (J. Lee et al. 2018), evidence is available data that can be used 
to verify the accuracy, comprehensiveness and robustness of the AI models. In general 
terms evidence can be understood as the ground truth of the behaviour of a system and 
its parameters. 

The requirement of autonomous judgement and execution, associated to Industry 4.0 are based 
on information exchange using AI and cloud technology, which makes the assessing of cyber 
risks an important area for consideration (Matsuda et al. 2019). Industry 4.0 has brought the era 
of interconnectivity between information technology and operation technology that requires 
collaboration between partners, customers, employees, and systems on a shared platform to 
facilitate access to independent and real time data between organizations and geographies 
(Ervural and Ervural 2018). According to (Frost and Sullivan 2017), this increased data density 
with Industry 4.0 is expected to bring newer challenges such as cyber security. Cyber security 
is defined as ‘protection of business information and precious knowledge about a subject or 
system in digital shape against abuse, unauthorized access and thefts’ (Kaplan, Sharma, and 
Weinberg 2011). According to (Kour et al. 2019), there is increased vulnerability to cyber 
threats in complex systems such as railway system with development of information and 
communication technologies and application of digital solutions such as eMaintenance 
solutions. 
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3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Research Background and Participants 
This research study is funded by JVTC, The Railway Technical Centre that focusses on research 
and development of operation and maintenance in the railway sector. JVTC was formed in 1998 
with focus on heavy rail transport in cold climates and in 2000, it was decided to focus 
specifically on issues related to operation and maintenance. JVTC offers a platform for 
collaboration between academia and railway industry. JVTC has completed and has a number 
of ongoing projects that focus on various technological approaches for the development of 
operation and maintenance of railway system 

This research study is a part of the ‘AI Factory for Railway (AIF/R)’ project, conducted under 
the Luleå Railway Research Centre (JVTC)’s umbrella at LTU. The AIF/R project aims to 
facilitate the implementation of AI and digitalisation in railway system. It is based on four main 
pillars that are to provide 1) a technology platform 2) a platform for digital control 3) a 
communication platform and 4) a coordinating platform to enable reliable, secure and 
sustainable data and model sharing between the stakeholders within the project. 

AIF/R is a consortium of multiple stakeholders within the railway industry and is divided into 
multiple work packages that are implemented through use cases. This research is part of Use 
Case 1 and Use Case 2 that deal with ‘AI empowered fleet management’ and ‘Augmented 
decision-support using AI’ for the fleet of rolling stock in Sweden. The purpose of these two 
use cases was to provide a common and distributed platform for railway stakeholders to monitor 
and assess the health of the fleet of rolling stock, that consists of twelve (12) train sets. This 
project plan also included the development of a demonstrator that could be used as a prototype 
for descriptive analytics and to identify the key areas for the focus of further development of 
analytics. 

The data and domain knowledge support for these use cases have been provided by ‘Norrtåg’, 
‘Vy Tåg’, ‘Transitio’, 'Euromaint’, ‘Atkins’, ‘Alstom’, and ‘Trafikverket’. Norrtåg is 
responsible for the procurement of day time traffic for passenger trains. VY Tåg is responsible 
for conducting the passenger traffic on behalf of Norrtåg. Transitio is responsible for the 
procurement, finances and the management of railway vehicles for 20 county councils and 
public transport authorities within Sweden. Euromaint is responsible for providing maintenance 
services for railway system in the Nordic region. Atkins is a third party project management 
organization. Alstom is the manufacturer of railway vehicles. Trafikverket is the Swedish 
transport administration that is responsible for the infrastructure planning and operation for 
railway system.  

The work has been conducted at the Division of Operation and Maintenance Engineering within 
the eMaintenance and Industrial AI research team. This research has been based by a constant 
exchange of data and knowledge between the author and the industry partners driven by the 
authors’ research goals and the goals of the industry from the research project. 
3.1.1 The Case of Railway Rolling Stock in Sweden 

The railway rolling stock in Sweden, is owned, operated and maintained by different 
stakeholders. This hierarchy of ownership and operation is shown in Figure 2. The vehicle 
owner purchase the railway vehicles from system integrators. The regional or local transport 
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authorities need to purchase the traffic contract for the vehicles. The operators have a certificate 
of operation and driving licence. They lease the traffic contract from the local transport 
authorities. Maintenance is generally administered by a third party contract service provider 
that is hired by the operator. The maintenance service provider keeps track of e.g. failure and 
maintenance history, maintenance intervals, spare parts and condition monitoring data. A pool 
of high value components (HVK) such as engines and compressors are shared between the 
vehicles in a fleet. The HVKs are referred to as rotating components as they rotate between 
vehicles interchangeably based on requirement and availability. These components operate in 
multiple vehicles throughout their life-cycle.  

A vehicle is considered to be a smallest entity in a fleet. A train-set is formed by coupling more 
than one vehicles together. The vehicles in a train-set can be interchanged between different 
train-sets or the direction of the vehicles in a train-set can be reversed. Each vehicle in a train-
set is marked with two Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) tags, one at each end. These tags 
are used for the identification of vehicles and marking the vehicle direction in a train-set. Each 
railway vehicle is registered at the Swedish Transport Agency – Transportstyrelsen. 

 

 

 
Figure 2. The hierarchy of stakeholders for the ownership, operation and maintenance of 

railway rolling stock 
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3.2 Research Approach 
The two basic approaches to research are qualitative and quantitative approaches. A qualitative 
approach to research involves analysis of behaviours, opinions, and attitudes. The qualitative 
research is largely influenced by the insights and impressions gained by the researcher. Some 
of the techniques used for qualitative research are focused group interviews, depth interviews 
and projective techniques. A quantitative approach, on the other hand, is based on the 
measurement and analysis of a selected or specified quantity. The quantitative approach can 
further be classified into experimental, inferential, and simulation approaches. In an 
experimental approach, some variables are manipulated to observe their effect on other 
variables in a largely controlled environment. Inferential approach involves studying of a 
sample population to infer the characteristics of a larger population. Simulation approach 
involves the representation of a dynamic process generally through numerical models. (Kothari 
2004) 

Furthermore, the relationship between data collection and data analysis or between data and 
theory can be understood based on mainly three approaches that are induction, deduction and 
abduction. Deduction starts with an existing theory or knowledge and examines if the available 
data confirms or disconfirms the existing theory. Induction uses data to identify patterns and 
make conclusions based on data that creates new understandings of existing knowledge. The 
abduction approach is based on the discovery of new concepts, explanations and ideas that are 
derived from observations in data that cannot be explained by existing theories and 
knowledge.(Kennedy and Thornberg 2018) 

This research is based on both qualitative and quantitative approaches. The qualitative approach 
is used to find the issues and challenges in the augmented asset management of railway system 
through literature survey and interview with domain experts. The qualitative approach has also 
been used in this research to develop frameworks and tools for the implementation of industrial 
AI and digitalisation for asset management of railway system. The quantitative approach in this 
research is based on the inferential approach where industrial AI and digitalisation is 
implemented in railway system using a sample data for a fleet of rolling stock. the findings 
based on this implementation are used to infer the process of implementation of AI and 
digitalisation in railway system. This research began with some existing knowledge and 
theories based on literature survey and knowledge from domain experts. It then verified the 
theories using available data. In the process of verification of the theories, new understanding 
of the domain was developed that contributed to the existing theories and knowledge in terms 
of development of taxonomies, frameworks and tools. This relationship between data analysis 
and existing knowledge was iterative than linear. Therefore, the approach for this research is 
considered as deductive, inductive, and abductive. 

3.3 Research Purpose 
The research purpose states why the research is being conducted. Research purpose can be 
grouped into four categories, i.e.: 1) exploratory research; 2) descriptive research; 3) diagnostic 
research; and 4) experimental research. Exploratory research provides opportunities for 
considering many different aspects of a problem. Descriptive research intends to provide an 
accurate description of a situation. Diagnostic research studies the frequency of occurrence of 
situations or the causal relationship between the situation and other variables or events. An 
experimental or a hypothesis-testing research, is based on procedures such as experiments, that 
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reduce bias and increase reliability of the results and also draw inferences about causality. 
(Kothari 2004) 

The first stage of this research can be considered as exploratory research, in which the issues 
and challenges related to augmented asset management are explored. The conducted case 
studies of this research can be considered as descriptive and diagnostic, through which the 
existing condition of the fleet of rolling stock is described, and attempts are made to identify 
the causality or correlations of these situations to other events and variables. The taxonomy, 
framework, and toolkit development for this research is experimental. The taxonomy, 
framework and tools are developed using existing theories, observations on data and the process 
that was followed for the analysis of data. The developed framework and tools were then 
verified by the data. However, the overall purpose of this research is not to provide descriptive, 
diagnostic and causal inferences on the sample data and the case study. The purpose of this 
research is to use these observations from the sample data and case study to develop and verify 
framework, tools and methodologies that contribute to the knowledge in the field of 
implementation of industrial AI and digitalisation for asset management of railway system.  

3.4 Research Strategy 
According to (Yin 2018), the different conditions based on which different research strategies 
should be selected are not always clear. There is some overlap between multiple research 
strategies that can be selected for a research question. However, the strategy that fits the 
research question substantially better than the others should be selected. The three conditions 
suggested by (Yin 2018) to select between different research strategies are  

1) The form of research question  
2) The control the researcher has over behavioural events 
3) the degree of focus on contemporary events rather than entirely historical events 

Yin (2018) also lists the relationships between these three conditions with five research methods 
in social science, as shown in Table 3. 

 

Table 3. The relationship between conditions to select research strategy and research methods 

METHOD 1) FORM OF 
RESEARCH 
QUESTION 

 2) REQUIRES 
CONTROL OVER 
BEHAVIOURAL 
EVENTS? 

3) FOCUSSES ON 
CONTEMPORARY 
EVENTS? 

EXPERIMENT How, why ? yes yes 

SURVEY Who, what, where, how 
many, how much? 

no yes 

ARCHIVAL 
ANALYSIS 

Who, what, where, how 
many, how much? 

no yes/no 

HISTORY How, why? no no 

CASE STUDY How, why? no yes 
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In this thesis, RQ1 is considered in the form of a ‘what’ question. It does not require control 
over behavioural events, and it focusses on contemporary events related to industrial AI in 
railway system, as well as historical literature available on the topic. Therefore, RQ1 uses 
methods like survey from domain experts in railway system and literature survey.  

RQ2 and RQ3 are considered in the form of a ‘how’ question. It does not require control over 
behavioural events and also focusses on contemporary events as well as available literature. To 
answer these questions, the methods ‘survey’’, ‘archival analysis’ and ‘history’ has been used 
to understand the requirement of industry and state of art that can be referred to while answering 
these questions.  

Additionally, the case study method has been used for a case of railway rolling stock in Sweden, 
to verify the proposed platforms, frameworks and tools that were developed as a response to 
the research questions. It is stated by (Yin 2018), that the case study method is believed to not 
have a clear basis for scientific generalization. However, (Dubois and Gadde 2002) have stated 
that the case study method utilizes in depth insights to develop a theory about an empirical 
phenomenon in a specific context. An approach to case study method, where research is 
conducted, and the findings are analysed iteratively can help to establish a relationship between 
theoretical inferences and data analytics.  

Figure 3 illustrates the linear, yet iterative process of case study method as suggested by (Yin 
2018). This linear and iterative approach to the case study method has been used for research 
in this thesis. The first step is to plan the research, which begins with problem identification. 
Once a research problem is stated, a justification is made about choosing the case study method 
over other methods considering the strengths and limitations of the method in the given context. 
The second stage of design is to define the cases that are to be studied and the procedures that 
are applied to analyse the quality of the study. The preparation phase involves developing the 
skills needed for the case study and establishing a protocol for the study. The collect stage refers 
to the collection of evidence for the study. The evidence can be collected from multiple sources. 
In this research literature survey, semi-structured Interviews and data analysis have been used 
for evidence collection. Relying on more than one source for evidence collection, strengthens 

 
Figure 3. A linear and iterative approach to case study method as suggested by (Yin, 

2018) 
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the case study by making it contextual and intensive. The collect stage moves iteratively to the 
design stage and preparation stage as new sources of evidence collection are identified and 
applied. The analysis stage involves the visualization of data to reveal trends and patterns. There 
is a bi-directional relationship between the analysis stage and the with evidence collection stage, 
as the findings from multiple sources are interpreted and verified against each other, thus 
enhancing the analysis with each iteration. The share stage involves reporting of the findings 
of the case study with conclusive evidence that are well suited and clearly visualized for the 
targeted audience.  

3.5 Data Collection 
Methods of data collection can be divided into two categories, depending on if the collected 
data is primary data , or secondary data (Kothari 2004). Primary data are fresh data that are 
primarily collected from the original source. Secondary data are the data that have been already 
collected by someone else and have been passed through a statistical process.  

Some methods listed for the collection of primary data collection by (Kothari 2004) are:  

1)  Observation method – In this method, the investigator gains information by his own 
observations, without asking anything from the respondents. While using this method, 
it should be kept in mind, what needs to be observed and how should the observation be 
recorded. This method has advantages such as observing the natural behaviour of the 
group and being able to observe characteristics that might have been missed while 
making a disinterested observation. However, this method has limitations like 
subjective interpretation of the investigator. 

2) Interview method – This method includes providing oral or verbal stimuli to the 
respondents and receiving oral/verbal responses. This method can be used through 
personal face-to-face interviews or telephone interviews. However, with development 
in technology, there may have been an overlap between the characteristics of personal 
and telephone interviews with online video interviews. The interview method can be 
conducted as a structured, semi-structured or an unstructured interview.  
Structured interview consists of pre-determined questions by the interviewer that are 
asked in a rigid form and order. Semi-structured interviews also consists of pre-
determined questions, but the interview is not conducted in a rigid form and order.  
Unstructured interviews may also have pre-determined questions, but the form of 
questioning may have some flexibility. In an unstructured interview, the interviewer has 
freedom to change, or add questions, change the order and form of questions and to 
decide to omit or record certain responses. A major type of unstructured interview can 
be a focused interview, where the interviewer has the freedom to conduct the interview 
in any required manner; however, the motive and the topic of the interview remains 
confined to the issues and topics that the interviewer intends to research. 

3) Collection of data through questionnaires – This method involves collection of data by 
sending the questions to the respondents. There are some advantages of this method 
such as, it involves lower cost and increased approachability when the respondents are 
spread geographically, the respondents have time to construct well thought responses, 
and a large sample of data can be collected to increase the reliability of the results. 
However, this method has some limitations such as, low rate of return of responses, no 
control over the questionnaire once it is sent, possible ambiguity in interpretations of 
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the questions as well as the responses, difficult to know if the respondents are 
representing themselves and the slow speed of receiving responses. 

4) Other methods– Other methods of primary data collection involve depth interviews and 
content analysis. Depth interviews involve considerable time and are intended to 
understand the motives, needs, requirements, feelings and desires of the respondents for 
motivational research. The content analysis includes the analysis of research articles and 
documents that have been published related to the area of research.  

According to (Kothari 2004), secondary data can be obtained from different sources such as, 
technical or trade journal, books, publications and magazines, public records and statistics and 
also through scholars, research workers, private individuals or organizations. Before processing 
secondary data, the reliability, suitability, and adequacy of data should be assessing. Such an 
assessment means answering questions such as; Are the data from a reliable source? What is 
the timeline of the data? Were the data collected using proper methods? and Are the data 
suitable and adequate for the present research? 

(Kothari 2004) suggests that the various methods for secondary data collection should be 
chosen based on the following factors: 

1) Nature, scope, and object of the research – The nature, scope and object of the research 
can help to determine how should secondary data be collected and also, if the available 
data is sufficient or additional primary data should be collected. 

2) Availability of funding – The data collection method might need to be selected based 
on availability of funds for the research and not only based on the efficiency and 
effectiveness of the method. 

3) Time factor – the data collection method should be in the period allocated to the 
research. 

4) Precision required – The data collection methods depend also on the precision that is 
required by the research. 

The primary data collection methods used for this thesis are described below: 

1) Semi-structured, focused and depth interviews – Approximately 25 iterations of such 
interviews were conducted with stakeholders in railway organizations during this 
research. It includes two(2) semi-structured interviews with >70 attendees from railway 
organizations in Sweden, up to ten (10) semi-structured and focused interviews with 
>30 attendees from railway organizations in Sweden, up to ten (10) depth interviews 
with two(2) to three(3) attendees from organizations responsible for ownership and 
operation of rolling stock in Sweden, one(1) depth interview with one(1 )attendee from 
organization providing third party maintenance support for the rolling stock, and 1 depth 
interview with four(4) attendees from organization providing operation support for the 
rolling stock.  
These interviews consisted of open-ended questions to facilitate an in-depth discussion 
on the subject. The discussions for semi-structured interviews were focused on 
challenges and possibilities of using Industrial AI in asset management of railway 
system. These attendees from the railway organizations were domain experts with a 
minimum of 15-20 years of experience in the railway organizations. The roles of the 
attendees included infrastructure managers, maintenance service provider for 
infrastructure, SME-consultants, maintenance service provider for rolling stock, system 
integrator for rolling stock, RAMS specialist at system integration of rolling stock, 
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vehicle operators working with production, planning and maintenance, RAMS 
specialists for infrastructure, vehicle operators, vehicle owners, consultant for railway 
infrastructure managers and researchers.  
The discussions in the depth interviews were focused on challenges and possibilities of 
using industrial AI for the asset management of fleet of rolling stock. The discussions 
were conducted in an organized and sequential manner. The responses of the interviews 
were recorded and analysed by the author of this thesis. These responses were recorded 
based on the subject requirement and understanding of the interviewer and based on 
guidance of expert researchers in the field of research.   

2) Literature survey – In this thesis, a new perspective that is augmentation of asset 
management using digitalisation and AI was applied to an existing system, which is 
asset management in railways. Therefore, the literature survey was done from analogous 
literature related to topics such as asset management in railways, industrial AI in 
railways, smart asset management and fleet asset management. However, the findings 
reported in this thesis, are not a direct result of the literature survey. The literature survey 
was mainly used to gain knowledge about the domain and related technologies, 
methodologies and approaches that form the building blocks and the foundation of the 
reported finding.  

3) Questionnaire – Based on the iterative process of interviews and the literature survey, 
16 questions related to issues and challenges in the asset management of railways were 
identified. These questions were sent to >50 representatives from >15 railway 
organizations (out of which 19 responses from representatives from 15 railway 
organizations were received) who had over 15 years of experience in the railway’s 
domain. The role of the participants within railway organisations included infrastructure 
managers, maintenance service providers for infrastructure, maintenance service 
providers for rolling stock, SME consultant, system integrator for rolling stock, RAMS 
specialist at system integrator, vehicle operator working with production, planning and 
maintenance, RAMS specialist at infrastructure, vehicle operator, vehicle owner, 
consultant working with railway infrastructure maintenance, and researchers in 
academia.   
The participants of the questionnaire were asked to rate each challenge on a scale of 1 
to 10. The rating scale was based on the level of benefit that would be added to the 
organization assuming that this challenge was addressed in some form, with 10 being 
the maximum benefit and 1 being the minimum benefit. The intended purpose of this 
survey was not only to validate the challenges identified in the interview and literature 
survey processes but also to rate these challenges relatively with each other. However, 
the survey was used only to validate the results and not to rate the challenges, due to 
unclear ranking because of a smaller number of responses received than intended. 

The secondary data for this research was obtained from stakeholders from railway organisations 
that were involved in the project. The secondary data collection process was iterative. The 
iterations included understanding of the domain requirements, analysing the available data in 
knowledge of the requirements and collecting more secondary data when required. This data 
was related to operation and maintenance history and condition of the railway vehicles, their 
components and sub-components. There were also situations where, the need for primary data 
collection was identified. However, it was not possible to collect the required primary data in 
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the period of this research.  A list of secondary data obtained for the case study in this thesis is 
shown in Table 4. 

Table 4. The list of secondary data collected for the fleet of rolling stock in Sweden 

DATA DATA 
PROVIDER 

DATA 
TYPE 

INFORMATION  

HISTORY OF 
VEHICLE 
PERFORMANCE 

Vehicle 
owner 

Csv files, 
historical 
data 

Record of the vehicle performance in 
kms for the fleet and individual 
vehicles 

HISTORY OF 
DAMAGES IN 
VEHICLES 

Vehicle 
operator 

Csv files, 
historical 
data 

Records of different types of failures in 
the vehicle with maintenance history 

ARRIVAL 
DELAYS IN 
VEHICLES 

Swedish 
transport 
administration 

Csv files, 
historical 
data 

The expected and arrival time for each 
vehicle at different locations in the 
vehicle route 

REGISTERED 
ADDITIONAL 
DELAYS  

Swedish 
transport 
administration 

Csv files, 
historical 
data 

The delay in minutes that are can be 
associated to specific stakeholders in 
the contract chain 

DATA FROM 
ON-BOARD 
DETECTORS 

Third party 
maintenance 
service 
providers 

Csv files, 
condition 
data 

The events recorded on on-board 
detectors placed on vehicles such as, 
brake condition, engine position, etc. 

MAINTENANCE 
HISTORY OF 
HIGH VALUE 
COMPONENTS 

Third party 
maintenance 
service 
providers 

Csv files, 
historical 
data 

The preventive and corrective 
maintenance history of high value 
components with the vehicle 
configurations 

WEATHER 
DATA 

Open source 
API 

Csv files, 
condition 
data 

The weather conditions such as 
temperature, pressure, humidity etc. 
extracted from open source API for the 
route and time of operation of vehicles 
in the fleet 

 

3.6 Data Analysis  
The process of data analysis can vary for a qualitative and quantitative research. Seven 
techniques for qualitative data analysis presented by (Leech and Onwuegbuzie 2011) are 
constant comparison analysis, key-words –in-context, word count, classical content analysis, 
domain analysis, taxonomic analysis and componential analysis. Including these techniques, 
(Leech and Onwuegbuzie 2008) have also provided a compendium of 18 techniques that have 
been organized in a framework based on four main sources of qualitative data collection, that 
are talk, observations, drawing, photographs and videos and documents. 
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Quantitative data can be analysed using statistical methods such as non-parametric methods, 
simple and multiple regression, correlation, analysis of variance and co-variance and factor 
analysis (Bryman and Cramer 2009). Some representation methods for results of quantitative 
data analysis include tables, pie charts, line graphs, pictograph. line plot graph, scatter diagram, 
Pareto charts, and Venn diagram (Pal 2017). 

Mixed-method techniques that combine quantitative and qualitative techniques for data 
analysis, have been used by researchers to improve the analytics and expand the scope of the 
research.  (Sandelowski 2000) proposed that while using mixed-method techniques in a 
research study, either qualitative or the quantitative approach may prevail, or both may have an 
equal priority, or both the approaches may be used sequentially, iteratively, concurrently or in 
a sandwich pattern.  

In this research, the qualitative data analysis carried out to identify issues and challenges based 
on interviews and literature survey. The validity of challenges was quantified using a 
questionnaire with ranking of each of the identified challenges. This analysis was used to 
develop a taxonomy of challenges that were categorized into three main categories, 
organizational, technological, and economical. The results of this thesis include taxonomies, 
frameworks tools and methodologies that were developed as a part of this research. These 
results were obtained using mixed-method techniques.  

The qualitative and quantitative data analysis was carried out iteratively and concurrently in 
this research. Literature survey and domain knowledge from interviews were used to for the 
initial structures of the result. In parallel, a demonstrator was developed to meet specific user 
requirements, that included quantitative analysis methods such as, Pareto charts, pie charts, 
line-graphs, histograms, word clouds, tables and representations techniques, and non-
parametric methods such as regression. The steps that were used for the development of the 
demonstrator and observations from the demonstrator analysis and representations were used 
to enhance the results. The results were further verified by applying quantitative techniques in 
some of the steps of the frameworks and tools.   

3.7 Research Process 
The research process consists of a number of steps that have been used to carry out the 
research(Kothari 2004). The research process of this thesis consists of four main phases as 
shown in Figure 4. These phases have been described below. 

1) Literature study – the objectives of literature study were 1) to create a deeper 
understanding of asset management in complex technical systems with a focus on 
railway system, and 2) create a deeper understanding and a survey of the state-of-the-
art of the application of existing AI and digitalisation technologies in industrial 
applications with a focus on railway system. These objectives were achieved through 1) 
literature study, 2) interviews and questionnaires with stakeholders in railway system, 
3) participation in related conferences, seminars, and workshops. 

2) Case studies – the objectives of case studies were to 1) identify and understand the needs 
of the application domain in railway system, 2) identify and study existing solution 
related to asset management of railway system, 3) identifying the gaps between the 
state-of-art in academic and industrial domains, 4) identifying the issues and challenges 
in the industrial domain, and 5) to select the solutions and analytics services that could 
contribute to the concept development phase. To achieve these objectives, 1) interviews 
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and questionnaires were conducted with stakeholders in railway organisations , and  2) 
data collection and data analysis for railway rolling stock was carried out. 

3) Concept development – the objectives of this phase were to develop and assess 
taxonomies, tools and frameworks that can address the research gap identified in the 
asset management of railway system using industrial AI and digitalisation. These 
objectives were archived by; 1) developing a taxonomy of issues and challenges in the 
asset management of railway system, 2) developing a tool kit for the preliminary 
analysis of data from railway domain to identify important features and best fit models, 
and 3) developing a framework for now-casting and forecasting for the asset 
management of fleet of rolling stock.  

4) Compilation and dissemination – the objectives of this phase were to 1) disseminate the 
results from conducted research, 2) contribute to knowledge in the research domain, and 
3) lay the foundation for future work in the domain. These objectives were achieved by 
1) publishing the results in scientific journals and conference papers, 2) compiling the 
results in this licentiate thesis. 

 
Figure 4. The research process 
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4 RESULTS  
Table 5 describes the relation between the posed research questions and the results from the 
work conducted in this research. 

4.1 Result 1: Taxonomy of Issues and Challenges Related to Asset 
Management in Railway system 

Context 
This result corresponds to RQ1, and provides a taxonomy of issues and 
challenges related to asset management of railway system 
This result has been published in Paper 1 

TRL The Technology Readiness Level (TRL) level of this result is estimated to be at 
TRL3, since a proof-of-concept has been developed. 

BRL The Business Readiness Level (BRL) of this result is estimated to be at BRL1, 
since this is the first possible business concept described 

 

When implementing solutions based on AI and digital technologies to augment asset 
management in railway system, there are several challenges that need to be addressed. In Paper 
1, several of the major challenges related to asset management in railway system have been 
explored and identified. The identified challenges have been systematically analysed and 
categorised in a so-called taxonomy. The proposed taxonomy of such issues and challenges is 
related to augmented asset management of rolling stock. However, the proposed taxonomy is 
relevant for railway system including infrastructure and rolling stock. 

The proposed taxonomy is developed through collecting data from several case studies using 
methods such as literature survey from available literature on asset management and 
digitalisation in railway system, semi-structured,  focused and depth interviews with experts in 
the railway domain, and survey with a focused group of domain experts in railway system. The 
literature survey conducted for the development of the proposed taxonomy included literature 
from infrastructure and rolling stock. The reference group of domain experts that were 

Table 5. Mapping of the thesis results to research questions 

Result RQ1 RQ2 RQ3 

Result 1: Taxonomy of Issues and Challenges related to Asset 
Management in Railway Systems    

Result 2: The Augmented Asset Management Concept for 
Railway Systems    

Result 3: MetaAnalyser Platform    

Result 4: A Fleet Management Approach to System-of-Systems    

Result 5: Framework for Now-casting and Forecasting    
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interviewed for the development of the proposed taxonomy, included individuals with 
organizational roles such as infrastructure managers, vehicle owners, vehicle operators and 
maintenance service providers in railway organizations. 

As shown in Figure 5 , the developed taxonomy of issues and challenges related to augmented 
asset management of rolling stock is structured into three categories i.e.: a) organizational; b) 
technological; and c) economical. A detailed explanation of this taxonomy has been provided 
in Paper 1.  

1) Organisational challenges – The challenges related to the organizational complexity of 
the railway system are  

a. Cross-organizational operation and maintenance – Railway system in Sweden is 
cross-organizational with different organizations being responsible for roles 
such as infrastructure management, ownership of infrastructure and rolling stock 
and provision of operation and maintenance. 

b. Rotating components – High Value Components such as engines and 
compressors are used in different railway vehicles throughout their lifetime 
based on the requirement of the component in the vehicle and their availability 
in the given location. It is therefore difficult to track the operation and 
maintenance history throughout the component life-cycle. 

c. System-of-systems approach – The items in railway infrastructure and rolling 
stock can be divided into various systems-of-systems based on the purpose of 
the analytics. However, identifying and defining the characteristics, scope, and 
limitations of these systems of systems is challenging due to factors such as the 
dynamic nature of the analytics and multiple roles being performed by each item 
in different systems. 

d. Configuration management – The complex technical nature of the railway 
system consists of multiple hierarchies of items and interactions between these 
items that may have an impact on the overall system performance. 

e. Maintenance policy – Challenge related to maintenance policy includes the 
optimisation of corrective and preventive maintenance activities in an 
organization. Such an optimisation needs complex analytics that involve 
classification of maintenance activities as preventive or corrective and 
estimation of direct and indirect costs related to maintenance activities 

f. Change management – Change management is required to facilitate the 
deployment of prototype demonstrators for analytic services in to real world 
applications. This involves management of changes such as updating the 
hardware, software, processes, infrastructure and skills of the personnel. 
 

2) Economical challenges – Economical challenges that may have a direct impact on cost 
are :  

a. Performance measurement – This involves measurement of KPIs that are related 
to availability and performance of the system. The measurement of KPIs 
involves integration of data from multiple sources in a cross organizational 
domain such as railway system. 

b. Life-cycle management – Factors such as operational performance and 
maintenance thresholds depend on the life-cycle stage of the system. In a CPS 
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the life-cycle of physical and the digital items needs to be considered for an 
effective and efficient asset management. 

c. No fault found – In a complex technical system such as railway system, it is 
challenging to associate faults and failures to specific parties or events in the 
contract chain. The lack of assigning faults to the right parties may lead to cost 
to railway organizations that are not responsible for the failure. 

d. Predict and prevent – There is a need for reliable failure prediction models in 
order to move from a time/mileage based preventive maintenance to a condition 
based preventive maintenance.  

e. Aligned operation and maintenance – In railway system, the operation needs to 
be interrupted in most cases to perform maintenance. Aligning the operation and 
maintenance activities based on factors such as cost constraints, condition of the 
item, availability of spare parts and availability of maintenance support is 
required to maximize the availability of the railway system. 
 

3) Technological challenges – Challenges that are related to analysis of asset data for asset 
management of railway system are : 

a. Context aware analytics – Railway is a linear asset that operates in multiple 
geographies under different operation and maintenance conditions and 
constraints. Moreover, there are different railway organizations that are the end 
users of analytic services developed for railway system. It is challenging to 
provide context aware analytics for such a domain which is diverse in terms of 
multiple contexts such as operating environments, stakeholders, maintenance, 
and end users. 

b. Natural language processing – Maintenance logs substantially consist of text 
entered in natural language by experienced personnel. Analysing such logs is 
both of value as well as challenging due to factors such as use of abbreviations, 
organization specific language, domain specific terminologies and volume of the 
logs. 

c. Individual2Fleet Fleet2Individual – This approach involves identification of the 
general behaviour of the fleet and outlier behaviours from the fleet. It is 
challenging to identify the general behaviour from anomalies and also to identify 
the items that can be part of a fleet based on certain specified factors such as an 
intended business outcome or a set of operational constraints. 

d. Data quality – The data quality issues in a cross –organizational domain includes 
aspects such as availability, accessibility, completeness, credibility, 
heterogeneity, readability, relevance, structure, and consistency of data. 

e. Asset data management – Asset data can consist of historical records and live 
streaming condition data. There are multiple challenges related to asset data 
management such as the velocity, volume, variety, meaningfulness, storage, 
cybersecurity, continuous processing of data. 

This taxonomy of challenges lays down a foundation for further research in the 
application of industrial AI and digitalisation for the asset management of railway 
system by highlighting specific points that are considered in literature and by railway 
organizations as problem areas. 
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4.2  Result 2: The Augmented Asset Management Concept for Railway system 
 

Context 
This result corresponds to RQ2 and RQ3and describes the concept of augmented 
asset management in railway system.  
This result has been published in Paper 1 

TRL The Technology Readiness Level (TRL) level of this result is estimated to be at 
TRL2, since the technology concept has been formulated. 

BRL The Business Readiness Level (BRL) of this result is estimated to be at BRL1, 
since this is the first possible business concept described 

 

Augmented Asset Management (AAM) refers to the concept of augmenting the decision-
making related to asset management processes with the use of Industrial AI and digitalisation 
(see Paper 1). The proposed AAM concept for railway system has been illustrated in Figure 6 

 
Figure 5. A taxonomy of issues and challenges in the augmented asset management of 

railway system (see Paper 1) 
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[as described in Paper 1]. The decision-making related to asset management processes, requires 
asset-related information and domain expertise. AAM is a set of processes, that integrate asset-
related data from multiple heterogeneous sources and transforms them into information, 
knowledge, and context models. These models can be combined with domain expertise to 
enable advanced decision-support with an increased level of automation in the decision-making 
processes. However, facilitating decision-making in asset management through utilisation of 
industrial AI and digitalisation is highly dependent on availability of data and appropriate 
information logistics to enable smooth integration of various data sources between involved 
stakeholders.   

The first step in the proposed concept of AAM process is aimed to receive, store, and pre-
process the asset-related data. In an industrial domain such as railway system, this step poses 
several challenges related to heterogeneity, quality, and quantity of data. Railway system 
involves multiple stakeholders that require a holistic image of the asset-health and the Key 
Performance Indicators (KPIs) related to different stakeholders. The information models in the 
next step are based on integration of asset-related data from different sources that provide such 
a holistic image of the asset with the state of the KPIs. The state of the KPI needs to be explained 
from the data.  

The application of descriptive, diagnostic, predictive and prescriptive analytic services to 
information models leads to knowledge models. The knowledge models are intended to identify 
patterns and hidden relationships in data and make predictions and suggestions based on the 
observed patterns and relationships. These knowledge models can be further enriched by 
placing them in context. The adaptation of the information and knowledge models to context 
specifications such as operational environment, maintenance policy, end-user etc., enable the 
application of these analytic services to real-world challenges.  

An effective decision-support for asset management of railway system in real-time requires 
continuous exchange of data and models between the stakeholders. A secure pipeline with 
consideration to cyber-security guidelines within railway system domain ensures a trustworthy 
platform for data and model sharing between stakeholders. The output of the information, 
knowledge and the context models are provided through a user interface, adapted to the context 

 
Figure 6. The proposed AAM concept for railway systems (see paper 2) 
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of the end-user. This user interface provides information related to asset-health, extracted by 
advanced analytics services that are enabled by industrial AI and digitalisation. The end user 
combines this information with other information sources or domain knowledge from experts 
that are relevant to the domain such as operation, maintenance, life-cycle costing, logistics, 
business, governance, sustainability and so on, to augment the decision-making in asset 
management. 

4.3 Result 3: MetaAnalyser Platform 
 

Context 

This result corresponds to RQ3 and proposes a MetaAnalyser platform for 
automating machine learning processes such as information logistics, feature 
selection and model selection 
This result has been published in Paper 2 

TRL The Technology Readiness Level (TRL) level of this result is estimated to be at 
TRL3, since the proof-of-concept has been developed 

BRL The Business Readiness Level (BRL) of this result is estimated to be at BRL1, 
since this is the first possible business concept described 

 

To manage a complex technical system such as railway, an appropriate approach that ensures 
the required level of functionality and system performance throughout the system’s life-cycle 
is required. The system availability performance depends substantially on the efficiency of the 
system’s life-cycle management. A cyber-physical system comprises of physical items and 
digital items such as data from acquisition sensors and data-driven models. The performance of 
the data-driven model of a physical item depends on the capability of the model to adapt to 
changes in the physical item during its life-cycle. Machine learning can enhance the 
performance of data-driven models. From a life-cycle perspective, the ML processes such as 
data preparation, feature selection, model selection and model performance evaluation are 
repetitive. Automating these repetitive processes can bring a high level of agility and 
adaptability in the model development and execution process. This can increase the efficiency 
of the system during its life-cycle and contribute to circular economy and sustainability through 
reduced energy consumption during the model development and execution process. 

In this research, to enable an automated AI-based platform for data preparation, feature 
selection, model selection and model performance evaluation has been developed, called 
MetaAnalyser, (see Figure 7) provides a detailed description of the developed platform, i.e., 
MetaAnalyser. MetaAnalyser can be used to increase the agility during development of any 
data-driven model. The contribution of this platform is to establish a methodology for 
automating the repetitive ML processes that are needed to analyse incoming real-time datasets.  

MetaAnalyser consists of two composite services, information logistics and automated machine 
learning. The information logistics service consists of three steps. The first step is to identify 
the domain specifications for the system-of-interest. These specifications include the domain 
specific challenges and KPIs that are defined for the system-of-interest. The second step is to 
gather data from multiple sources that is related to the condition of the system-of-interest, in 
order to address the specified challenges and calculate the domain KPIs. In the third step, the 
extract, transform, load and other data integration approaches are applied after importing the 
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gathered data to a cloud-based data factory. The cloud-based data factory facilitates the 
connection to the database servers and analytics services that are needed for further data 
analytics. 

As shown in Figure 7, the automated machine learning service of the MetaAnalyser platform 
consists of 6 steps. The first step is to import the data from the cloud-based data factory to 
automated ML platform for further data analytics. The second step is to select the features in 
the imported data that are to be analysed. The third step is to perform data transformation steps 
on the data such as normalization, calculation of new column values, row partitioning, splitting 
the data into distinct sets, cleaning missing data and imputation of the missing data with 
substitute values. The selection of data transformation steps will depend on factors such as the 
quality of the data the heterogeneity between multiple sources of data and the requirements 
from the end user. 

The fourth step in automated ML service of the proposed MetaAnalyser platform is to select 
ML algorithms that can be used for data analytics. At this stage, the task for analysis can be 1) 
summarizing the data using statistical functions, 2) feature selection in the data 3) model 
selection in the data. A set of ML algorithms such as classification, clustering, regression, or 
anomaly detection is selected. Then the number of iterations that are to be run on different 
models of the same algorithm set such as classification is selected. The hyper-parameters for 
the selected set is also specified at this stage. The fifth step is to specify the dependent 
variable/output feature and the performance evaluation factor for the model. Based on the 
specifications in previous steps, in the last step, multiple models of a single algorithm set are 
executed and a ranking of the model performances is generated based on the performance 
evaluation factor. In case of the task chosen as feature selection, the output at this step will be 
the ranking of the given input features based on their impact on the output feature.   

 
Figure 7. The MetaAnalyser platform with information logistics and automated machine 
learning pipelines for enhanced analytics (see paper 2) 
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The information logistic steps and the automated ML steps can further be automated in the 
MetaAnalyser platform by using a python script that includes the specifications on input data, 
input features, output features, algorithm, hyper-parameters, and performance evaluation 
metrics. This platform is intended to automate the preliminary data analysis in industrial 
scenario where real-time data related to the condition pf a system or an item is received 
continuously. The ground truth for the data can be verified with the selected model in the next 
stage with additional knowledge of domain requirements. 

4.4 Result 4: A Fleet Management Approach to System-of-Systems  
 

Context 
This result corresponds to RQ3, and describes a fleet management approach for 
reducing the complexity of the railway system-of-systems 
This result has been published in Paper 1 

TRL 
The Technology Readiness Level (TRL) level of this result is estimated to be at 
TRL3, since this approach has been applied to the case study of the fleet of 
rolling stock in Sweden 

BRL The Business Readiness Level (BRL) of this result is estimated to be at BRL1, 
since this is the first possible business concept described 

 

From system perspective, a system is considered as a set of interacting items, which can be any 
combination of hardware, software, or liveware. A System-of-Systems (SoS) on the other hand, 
consists of autonomous systems that interact with each other in order to maximize the purposes 
related to cost/benefit of the individual systems. Simultaneously, Cyber-Physical System-of-
Systems (CPSoS) is denoted when the items of the systems consist of a combination of 
interacting digital and physical items. Figure 9 shows a conceptual visualisation of a CPSoS 
with its inherent physical and digital items. Figure 9 shows a conceptual visualisation of a 
CPSoS with its inherent physical and digital items. The bi-directional arrows in Figure 9, 

illustrate the interactions between the items inherent in a system and between the CPSoS. 

Since railway is a complex technical system with inherent digital and physical items, it is 
considered as a CPSoS.  Example of railway-related systems are: the track system, the 
signalling system, the catenary system, and the rolling stock systems. Each of these systems 
consists of a set of inherent items. For example, a railway vehicle as a system consists of items 
such as wheel, axle, boogie, engine, brakes, sensors, monitoring software, and controlling 
software.  

Even though a system within a CPSoS is considered as independent during is its operation, it 
might consist of items that have been part of another system during the item life-cycle. An 
example of this in railway is the so-called High-Value Components (HVC) in the railway 
vehicles. The HVC:s may be included as an item in one vehicle for some time, it can then be 
replaced by another HVC that has been in operation in another vehicle. Such items that can be 
inherent in several systems during their life span are called rotating item, since the rotate 
between various systems.  
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However, insight to the life-cycle aspect when dealing with CPSoS is highly important to enable 
effective and efficient asset management empowered by AI and digital technologies. Managing 
life-cycle in the context of CPSoS is essential for e.g. risk management, cost management, and 
configuration management. It is also highly important when it comes to analytics, e.g. now-
casting and forecasting, since it has significant impact when assessing the relevance and the 
quality of data, and also when measuring the precision and accuracy of the model. 

The complexity of the CPSoS with respect to e.g. number of items and the diversity in the 
characteristics of the inherent item, in combination with the life-cycle aspect brings additional 
complexity to the analytics aimed to augment asset management. The increased complexity of 
the analytic item, in turn, contributes to additional complexity in the CPSoS, since analytic 
items are also considered as items in SoS thinking. To reduce the overall complexity of CPSoS, 
there is a need of simplification of all the items including hardware, software, and liveware.  

In this work, an approach has been developed aimed to simplify the analytics by reducing the 
number of computational items (algorithms) through increasing their abstraction, as described 
in Paper 1. In the developed approach, the population of the analytic items (algorithms) with 
some similarities are considered as a fleet of models. This is to aid to increase the abstraction 
level and also to reduce of the number of models. This fleet-management-based approach is 
also expected to universalise an algorithm and the need of data acquisition on every individual 
item. 

The Paper 1 proposes a Fleet Management approach intended to increase the abstraction level 
in a complex system. This approach has been applied and verified on a case study of fleet 
management of rolling stock, in Paper 3. This approach suggests identifying a fleet of items 
that behave similarly with respect to specific parameters and under specific context. The 
number of data-driven models that represent this fleet of items can then be optimized based on 
this similarity analysis of the behaviour of the items and their interactions in those specific 
contexts. For instance, considering the case of fleet of rolling stock, if there are twelve (12) 
vehicles operating on four (4) different high-value components, operating in eight (8) different 
routes, then the number of data-driven models just to represent all these states, even without 
considering the interdependencies between the vehicles if any, would be at least 12x4x8, i.e., 

 
Figure 8. The conceptual thinking for the fleet management approach to define the 

context of a fleet from the situations of individuals for short term and long-term 
maintenance plans in asset management(see paper 1) 
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384. If this number can be optimized to a minimum number of models that still represent each 
of these 384 states, then the complexity of the CPS can be reduced. 

When applying the Fleet Management approach to reduce the complexity, it is important to 
define the operational context of the fleet with respect to the situations encountered by 
individual items. Figure 8 shows the relationship between the context of a fleet and the 
situations of an individual. Each individual can encounter multiple operational situations.  

The situations or set of situations that are encountered often, by the individuals can be used to 
define the context of a fleet. On the other hand, the context of a fleet defines the expected 
behaviour of individuals in the situations that form the part of the context. These context-
adapted analytics can contribute to short-term maintenance plans for individuals based on 
operational situations and long-term maintenance strategies for asset management of the fleet 
based on operational context. 

 

  

 
Figure 9. A conceptual visualization showing a cyber-physical system-of-systems with 

systems, their inherent items and interactions between the items and the systems 
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4.5 Result 5: Framework for Now-casting and Forecasting 
 

Context 

This result corresponds to RQ3, and describes a framework for context aware 
now-casting and forecasting analytics in the augmented asset management for 
fleet management in railway system  
This result has been published in Paper 3 

TRL 
The Technology Readiness Level (TRL) level of this result is estimated to be at 
TRL3, since this approach has been applied to the case study of the fleet of 
rolling stock in Sweden 

BRL The Business Readiness Level (BRL) of this result is estimated to be at BRL1, 
since this is the first possible business concept described 

 

Fleet management of railway rolling stock involves consideration of multiple factors such as 
number of vehicles, different operational contexts, number of stakeholders, and end users. 
Modelling the behaviour of each individual in a fleet with consideration to multiple contexts 
increases the complexity and infrastructure of the AI solution. A framework for context aware 
now-casting and forecasting analytics for augmenting the asset management of railway system 
has been proposed in Paper 3. This framework is based on a fleet2individual and 
individual2fleet approach  proposed in Paper 1, that is intended for identifying an optimised 
number of models that can represent the behaviour of the fleet and at the same time the 
behaviour of each individual in the fleet. 

The framework for context aware now-casting and forecasting has been proposed, described 
and verified in Paper 3. As is shown in Figure 10, the proposed framework consists of four 
interconnected components with inherent items in each of these components. This framework 
is aimed to facilitate the process of analytics in fleet asset management. A short description of 
each of these components have been provided below. 

1) Context definition – This component consists of the steps of domain specification, end-
user specification and Key Performance Indicators (KPI) identification. These steps are 
intended to define the domain and the end user for whom the analytics services are being 
developed, and also identify the main problem areas that needs to be addressed by the 
analytics services. 

2) ETL (Extract, transform, load data) – This component consists of the steps of data 
acquisition, data integration and MetaAnalyser (Paper 2) of the data. These steps are 
intended to acquire, integrate and conduct preliminary analysis of data to set the ground 
for further analytics. 

3) Fault detection and identification – This component consists of the steps of fault 
detection, fault isolation and fault identification. These steps are intended to detect the 
occurrence of the fault, isolate the scenario for the occurrence of fault, and identify the 
impact of the fault on the system. These steps are carried out using the fleet2individual 
and individual2fleet approach that draws comparisons between the fleet behaviour and 
individual behaviour during each of these steps. 

4) Now-casting and forecasting analytics – This component consists of the steps of now-
casting analytics, forecasting analytics, similarity analysis and context adaptation. 
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These steps are intended to identify and apply now-casting and forecasting models to 
the fleet and each individual in the fleet, conduct a similarity analysis between the fleet 
and individual models based on specific parameters and consider the adaptation of those 
models to other contexts. 

 
Figure 10. A framework for now-casting and forecasting analysis (see paper 3) 
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5 DISCUSSIONS  
5.1 Discussions of Results Related to RQ1 
RQ1 has been answered by developing a taxonomy of issues and challenges in augmented asset 
management of railway system. There are several challenges in asset management of complex 
technical systems such as railway system. Industrial AI (IAI) and digitalisation are expected to 
augment the decision-making processes related to asset management. However, when IAI and 
digitalisation are applied to an application domain, a number of unique challenges are identified 
in addition to existing challenges related to asset management of complex technical systems. 
To answer RQ1, a taxonomy of issues and challenges in the augmented asset management of 
railway system was developed. The challenges in the taxonomy were identified using literature 
survey, semi-structured interview and focussed interview with stakeholders in railway domain. 
These challenges were cross validated with participants from multiple organizations within 
railway system using a questionnaire of 16 questions mapped to each challenge in the 
taxonomy.   

When identifying issues and challenges in a domain, another challenge is to define the scope 
and limitations of the problem situation being considered. The issues and challenges related to 
RQ1 were identified using literature survey, focussed interviews and questionnaire with 
participants in the railway domain. The problem situation considered in this case was stated as 
‘issues and challenges when augmenting asset management of railway system using IAI and 
digitalisation’. However, there may be subsequent deviation from the understanding of this 
stated problem situation based on mainly three factors, 1) the asset management processes that 
can be augmented using IAI and digitalisation are constantly evolving with development in 
information and communication technology 2) there are different levels of understanding and 
awareness related to digitalisation in different railway organisations, and  3) some challenges 
were unique to only specific type of railway organisation such as infrastructure managers or 
vehicle operators, therefore, they were rated weak by some and strong by others. 

The challenges that could be understood in the context of asset management without reference 
to industrial AI and digitalisation were rated highly by most railway organisations. Such 
challenges that were related to cross-organisational operation and maintenance, performance 
measurement, no fault found, and predictive and preventive maintenance. However, challenges 
that addressed the long-term asset management strategy such as life-cycle management and 
change management were rated low by most of the organisations. This could be attributed to 
the participants of the survey being in technical roles rather than management roles. 

Common technological challenges such as those related to data quality and asset data 
management were rated high by most of the organisations. However, challenges related to 
advanced aspects of IAI such as context aware analytics and natural language processing 
received ambiguous ratings from some participants with posed questions as feedback to the 
questionnaire, stating some lack of clarity in understanding of the challenges. Additionally, it 
was observed that there is a generic difference between responses from stakeholders such as 
infrastructure managers and vehicle owners and operators. Such challenges were related to fleet 
management and sharing of pool of spare parts by railway vehicles that are more specific to 
rolling stock.  
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Although there were variations in responses by different stakeholders to different challenges, 
almost all the challenges were rated highly in general by the stakeholders. The developed 
understanding was that this taxonomy is useful to identify challenges in the augmented asset 
management of railway system, however, the prioritization of these challenges should be done 
specific to the context of particular railway organisations and not railway system in general.  

5.2 Discussions of Results Related to RQ2 
RQ2 has been answered by proposing a platform for augmented asset management in railway 
system. The cross-organisational operation and maintenance in railway system establishes the 
need for a common and distributed platform for different stakeholders to assess the overall 
health of the asset. A generic AI solution platform consists of the stages of data collection and 
analysis, model development, and visualisation of the output. However, the cross-
organisational nature of railway system poses unique challenges at each of these stages. At the 
data collection stage, the data can be of multiple modalities such as text data, csv files, images 
etc., and therefore, difficult to integrate. There may also be missing data related to certain phases 
of life-cycles of assets, as they are operated and maintained by multiple parties during their life-
cycle. The development of information models on such a disjoint and heterogeneous data 
requires substantial knowledge and understanding of the railway domain. At the model 
development stage, the models are expected to provide patterns and relationships that explain 
the domain challenges. This requires the preliminary understanding and definitions of patterns 
that represent general behaviour and patterns that represent anomalies. Such definitions and 
understanding of general and anomalous behaviour can vary based on the operational context, 
and the end-user of the analytics services.  

Railway system being linear assets extend to multiple geographical locations with different 
operational contexts. Such operational contexts can be defined in terms of geographical 
locations, speed limits, climate change, asset age, etc. Additionally, the Key Performance 
Indicators (KPIs) of the asset performance can be different for stakeholders such as 
infrastructure managers, vehicle owners, vehicle operators and third-party maintenance service 
providers. Another challenge in provision of a common and distributed platform is to provide 
a secure pipeline for the exchange of data and model between stakeholders. 

The concept of augmented asset management (AAM) is based on the underlying thinking that 
knowledge acquired from domain expertise in complex technical system is key to decision-
making. The proposed AAM platform, therefore, does not intend to replace the domain 
expertise with advanced analytics using IAI and digitalisation. It intends to augment or enhance 
the domain expertise with fact-based data-driven models for decision-making related to asset 
management in railway system. The processes related to asset management such as 
maintenance, logistics, operation, business, governance, and sustainability are not independent 
of each other. A holistic platform for AAM is expected to consider these interdependencies.  

The proposed AAM platform can also be applied to industrial systems with similar 
requirements and constraints. However, in this thesis, the platform was proposed on the basis 
of identified issues and challenges in the augmented asset management of railway system. The 
improvement in efficiency and effectiveness of applying this platform to asset management in 
railway system has not been measured. Additionally, the application of the platform to other 
domains may require identification of challenges that are unique to the domain. 
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5.3 Discussions of Results Related to RQ3 
RQ3 has been answered by 1) development and verification of a MetaAnalyser platform, 2) 
adopting a fleet management approach to system-of-systems, and 3) development and 
verification of a framework for now-casting and forecasting.   

The MetaAnalyser is a platform that can automate the preliminary data analysis and can 
improve the agility of the development of analytics in applications such as Digital Twins where 
the digital system is expected to represent the physical system dynamically and in real-time. 
This platform can also be used to verify an existing assumption or create new knowledge about 
correlations between different features representing a system. However, advanced diagnostic 
techniques might be required to identify causal relationships between the independent and 
dependent features that may show correlation in the preliminary data analysis. The 
MetaAnalyser can increase the efficiency and agility of the now-casting and forecasting 
analytics by reducing the number of features and data-driven models to be considered through 
feature and model ranking for the available data.    

The proposed framework for now-casting and forecasting is aimed to facilitate and simplify the 
process of enhanced context-aware analytics in industrial asset management. This framework 
is based on the assumption, that the universality of individual models can be increased, by 
increasing the abstraction level of the algorithms for now-casting and forecasting. A similarity 
check has been included in the framework to verify and validate the level of universality of 
analytics. This proposed framework can be used as a tool to optimize the number of context-
based algorithms for a fleet of items.  

The practical implication of this framework is to facilitate the implementation AI–based 
solutions in industrial context by reducing the complexity related to development, 
implementation, and maintenance of algorithms through the life-cycle of a system-of-interest. 
The conceptual model of this framework has been verified by a case study in fleet management 
of railway rolling stock. The proposed framework may be applied to similar industrial contexts 
for context-aware now-casting and forecasting in augmented asset management. This may 
require further research to identify additional components and steps in the framework specific 
to the industrial domain. However, verification of this framework over the system life-cycle 
may not be possible to conduct due to practical limitations, since many of the complex technical 
systems in industry have a long life span. 
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6 CONCLUSIONS 
The main objective of this research was to develop framework, approaches, technologies, and 
tools aimed to establish a platform that facilitates the asset management of railway system, 
through the utilization of Industrial AI and digitalisation. The purpose of this objective was to 
contribute to increased efficiency and effectiveness in asset management of railway system 
through utilisation of industrial AI and digitalisation. 

Firstly, it can be concluded that there are several challenges that are faced by the railway 
stakeholders. These challenges are related to asset management of railway system, industrial 
AI and digitalisation, and the implementation of industrial AI and digitalisation for augmenting 
asset management in railway system. These challenges can be divided into organisational 
challenges, technological challenges and economical challenges based on their reason of 
occurrence and their impact on the organisations. The developed taxonomy of issues and 
challenges, can help in understanding and validation of domain specific needs and 
requirements. Although most of the identified issues and challenges exist for the railway system 
in general, there are some challenges that are unique to each railway system.  

Secondly, it can be concluded that identification of issues and challenges in augmentation of 
asset management in railway system facilitates the development of a roadmap for augmented 
asset management (AAM) in railway system. It was validated by the railway stakeholders 
through a questionnaire that if the identified issues and challenges in the developed taxonomy 
were addressed, it would add substantial benefits to the organisations in terms of direct or 
indirect costs. Therefore, a roadmap for AAM based on the developed taxonomy is expected to 
provide an efficient and effective platform for AM in railway system. This platform can add 
benefit to the organization by facilitating, and bringing insight to the technological maturity 
level of an organization and by the development of analytics based on those insights. 

Thirdly, it can be concluded that the implementation of IAI and digitalisation in an industrial 
domain, includes a series of stages for preliminary data analysis such as information logistics, 
feature extraction and model selection. These steps need to be carried out every time when a 
new dataset is received. To increase the efficiency of implementation of IAI, there is a need for 
approaches and tools that can be used to automate the various steps in an analytics process. For 
this reason, a tool called MetaAnalyser has been developed in this work. The MetaAnalyser is 
a platform that is aimed for automation of analytics including information logistics, feature 
extraction, and model selection for an industrial context, that can reduce the time taken for 
repetitive preliminary data analysis and can increase the agility of the analytics development 
process.  

Finally, it can be concluded that the augmentation of asset management in railway system using 
industrial AI and digitalisation can be facilitated by the integration of data-driven and model-
driven approaches in now-casting and forecasting. Now-casting and forecasting provide 
insights and knowledge about the current and future condition of assets based on available data 
and information about the industrial context. However, due to vast number of operational 
contexts for railway system, the implementation of context-aware now-casting and forecasting 
can increase the complexity of the infrastructure and architecture of AI solutions, when the 
analytics is adapted to each individual context. A fleet management approach to system-of-
systems, can help to reduce the complexity of the infrastructure and architecture of AI solutions 
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by optimising the number of such digital items in the system. This can be done by conducting 
a top-down analysis (fleet2individual) and bottom-up analysis (individual2fleet). This 
fleet2individual and individual2fleet analysis can help to identify models that represent general 
fleet behaviour and models that are required to represent individual behaviours that are outliers 
from the general fleet behaviour. Identification of models that can represent multiple 
individuals in a fleet can help reduce the complexity of AI solutions by reducing the number of 
models and number of data acquisition sensors required to monitor each individual item. 
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7 CONTRIBUTIONS 
The objective of this work was to develop framework, approaches, technologies, and tools 
aimed to establish a platform that facilitates the asset management of railway system, through 
the utilization of Industrial AI and digitalisation. The main contributions of this work are as 
following: 

A. A taxonomy of issues and challenges in augmented asset management of railway system 
–This taxonomy identifies issues and challenges in augmenting asset management of 
railway systems using industrial AI and digitalisation. The taxonomy is divided into 
organisational, technological, and economic challenges. 

B. The proposed concept for augmented asset management in railway system (AAM) - 
AAM is a set of end-to-end processes, that integrates asset-related data from multiple 
heterogeneous sources and transforms them into information, knowledge, and context 
models. These models can be combined with domain expertise to enable advanced 
decision-support with an increased level of automation in the decision-making 
processes. The proposed AAM concept aims to augment AM in railway system using 
Industrial AI and digitalisation. 

C. The MetaAnalyser Platform – The implementation of Industrial AI and digitalisation in 
railway systems involves ML processes that can be repetitive MetaAnalyser is a 
platform for automating these preliminary data analysis steps such as information 
logistics, feature extraction and model selection in the analytics process  

D. A fleet management approach to system-of-systems – The implementation of industrial 
AI and digitalisation to railway system leads to a complex cyber-physical system-of-
systems with a number of physical and digital items. The fleet management approach to 
a complex cyber-physical system-of-systems is intended to increase the abstraction level 
in a complex system in order to simplify the level of complexity in the system-of-
systems. 

E. A framework for now-casting and forecasting – A framework for context-aware now-
casting and forecasting for augmentation of asset management in railway system. Using 
industrial AI and digitalisation, with a fleet management approach to system-of-
systems. 

The overall contribution of this research is that it facilitates the implementation of industrial AI 
and digitalisation in the asset management of railway system by providing framework, 
approaches, technologies, and tools. 
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8 FUTURE RESEARCH 
The following topics are proposed to extend the findings of this work into further research: 

A. The research can be extended by developing separate taxonomies of issues and 
challenges in the augmentation of asset management for railway infrastructure and 
railway rolling stock. The number of hierarchical levels in the taxonomy can be 
increased to consider factors such as challenges related to different life-cycle stages of 
assets. Additionally, each of the challenges in the developed taxonomy can be broken 
down into a number of challenges with more detail related to factors such as reason of 
occurrence, impact of the challenges, and in which part of the system are they occurring. 
It is also of importance to rate these challenges with respect to the needs of different 
stakeholders in railway system based on parameters such as criticality, complexity of 
solving and complexity of implementation in real-world applications. 

B. The research can be extended by quantifying the improvement in effectiveness and 
efficiency of asset management with augmentation using Industrial AI and 
digitalisation. One method of quantifying the effectiveness and efficiency of AAM can 
be to measure the overall equipment effectiveness (OEE). Another method may be to 
conduct a life-cycle cost analysis of the system considering the direct and indirect costs 
such the cost involved in the implementation of IAI and digitalisation to the industrial 
domains, and cost saving due to the short-term and long-term benefits in asset 
management processes. 

C. The research can be extended by applying the fleet management approach to system-of-
systems of infrastructure assets such as railway tracks. The number of digital items such 
as data acquisition sensors and data-driven models in the cyber-physical system related 
to railway infrastructure can be optimised using the fleet management approach to 
system-of-systems. 

D. The research can be extended by using the proposed MetaAnalyser platform for 
preliminary data analysis for automated model selection and deployment of the best-fit 
model. 

E. The research can be extended by investigating the performance of advanced machine 
learning models and conducting similarity analysis for railway rolling stock and railway 
infrastructure asset, for now-casting and forecasting using the fleet management 
approach. 

F. The research can be extended by developing a framework for context adaptation of 
models that are developed in one operational context to other operational contexts in 
railway system. It would also be of interest to identify other industrial domains where 
the proposed framework for now-casting and forecasting with a fleet management 
approach can be applied with required modifications and enhancements. 

G. The research can be extended by considering, operation and maintenance planning and 
scheduling based on the outcome of now-casting and forecasting for railway system. 
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Abstract

Managing assets in railway, including infrastructure and rolling stock, efficiently and effectively is challenging. The emerg-

ing digital technologies and Artificial Intelligence (AI) are expected to augment the decision making in Asset Management

(AM) and Fleet Management (FM). The AI technologies need to be adapted to the specific needs of any industrial

domain, e.g. railways, to facilitate the implementation and achievement of the overall business goals. This adaptation is

denoted as ‘Industrial AI’(IAI). IAI for railways infrastructure and rolling stock, is dependent on an appropriate tech-

nology roadmap reflecting necessary know-hows. The IAI roadmap aims to provide a strategic and executive plan to

augment managing railway assets i.e. ‘Augmented Asset Management (AAM)’. AAM can be applied through an end-

to-end secure platform for e.g. data sharing among stakeholders, the development of analytics, and model sharing

through distributed computing. AAM in railways can be enhanced through implementation of a generic fleet management

(FM) approach. In the FM approach, any population of assets with common characteristics and also the relationship of

the asset to the fleet is considered. This paper aims to develop and propose a concept for AAM enabled through IAI and

digital technologies to provide augmented decision support through a secure platform, for AM in railways. A FM

approach towards a holistic operation and maintenance of assets, based on a System of Systems thinking, for AAM

in railways is applied for population of infrastructure assets and rolling stock assets with common characteristics. Finally,

a taxonomy of issues and challenges, in the application of AAM to FM in railways is provided. The data for this taxonomy

has been collected from railway organizations through iterative rounds of interviews. This taxonomy can be used for

research and development of frameworks, approaches, technologies, and methodologies for AAM in railways.
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Introduction

Effective and efficient Asset Management (AM) is
necessary to achieve operational excellence in rail-
ways. AM is defined as a coordinated activity of an
organization to realize value from assets.1 An appro-
priate AM regime empowered by digitalization and
Artificial Intelligence (AI), is expected to contribute
to achievement of goals related to sustainability,
energy efficiency, transportation security, quality of
life, and economic growth. AM includes business,
operation, and maintenance. Maintenance manage-
ment of assets is important to fulfil the requirements
of AM such as to reduce cost, increase quality and
excellence of commercial goals and ensure safety.2

Maintenance deals with the technical, administrative
and supervision actions required to restore an item to

a state where it can perform its function.3

Maintenance has transformed from being a ‘necessary
evil’ to an integral part of the business process,4 by
becoming proactive rather than reactive.5 This is has
been made possible through digital maintenance plat-
forms such as eMaintenance. eMaintenance includes
the management of on-line and off-line data regard-
ing asset health and condition, to provide decision
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and performance support.6 However, the dependency
of eMaintenance solutions on information and com-
munication technology, increases threat to cyber-
security.7 A secure platform is needed to increase
the availability and dependability of such solutions.

AM can be enhanced by fact-based Decision
Support Systems (DSS),8–10 thus creating benefits
for railway stakeholders, e.g. goods transporters,
operators, infrastructure managers, system
integrators, and maintenance service providers.
Augmenting decision making with advanced analytics
in maintenance, facilitates instant understanding and
efficient action.11 Augmented Asset Management
(AAM) involves augmentation of AM with advanced
analytics based on digitalization and AI techniques.
AI is defined based on its application area. Industrial
AI based on the application of AI to an industrial
domain should fulfil requirements such as a system-
atic integration of the AI technology with industrial
systems, ability to meet business requirements, a
problem-solving approach, repeatability, consistency,
standardized analysis of data, and the ability to
manage uncertainties.12 In the context of this paper,
AI is used to enable a DSS for railways. AI can be
applied using Machine Learning (ML) technologies
such as deep learning and neural networks that use
statistical models and pattern identification to derive
data models.13 The DSSs are intelligent systems with
varying levels of automation for problem solving,
such as in Industry 4.0 where they support industrial
processes and organizational management.14

Decision-making based on a data-driven approach
thrives on good quality data.15,16 Data with big data
properties such as high volume, high velocity and/or
high variety can be analyzed using advanced methods
of data mining.17 Integrating data of different data
types from heterogenous sources gives an overall
health assessment of the asset.18 In a multi-level com-
plex system such as railways, the context adaptation
of data-driven analytics is required. Context can refer
to, 1) the environmental context relevant to the inter-
action between user and interface19–21 and/or 2) the
exterior context of the system that affects the system’s
parts and their relationships.22 A context provides the
patterns of expected behavior for an individual in
specific situations.23

Railway system, including infrastructure and roll-
ing stock, is a complex system from a technological,
business, and configurational perspective due to sev-
eral characteristics such as the number of sub-
systems, the spatial distribution of assets, and the
number of stakeholders. This paper considers the
fleet of rolling stock as a System of Systems(SoS).
A SoS consists of autonomous, diverse, and intercon-
nected systems that belong and are committed to
achieve the intended SoS behavior.24 This kind of
systems thinking helps to develop an in-depth under-
standing of complex system behaviors so that they
can be predicted, and their outcomes can be adjusted

in future.25 Additionally, this approach enables the
analysis of an individual vehicle (system) as a
member of a fleet (SoS), with a common goal. To
manage such a multi-level SoS, Configuration
Management (CM) is required for tracking changes
in each component and its interface with the higher
level system.26 (CM) is defined as the process of track-
ing the change in characteristics of a system and its
components.27 Moreover, CM also needs to consider
different components of a SoS which are at varying
stages of the asset lifecycle. A life cycle perspective in
AM adds value by assessing the impact of the asset on
the organization from purchase to disposition.28

Application of the AAM concept, with a SoS
approach and a lifecycle perspective can require a
holistic change management strategy 29 that involves
the renewal of capabilities, structure, and direction
of an organization at operational as well as strategic
level.30

Gap analysis – The need for data-driven decision
support in multiple application areas within railways
can be realized from the substantial amount of
research on digitalization of AM within railways.31–35

AM for railways focusses mainly on railway infra-
structure such as railway track,36 interdependencies
between railway assets37 and performance optimiza-
tion of assets in heavy haul rail.38 AM for railway
infrastructure is based on adoption of various AI
techniques like maintenance optimization modelling
for railway track by Andrews,39–42 Computerized
Maintenance Managemtent Systems (CMMS),
DSSs, reliability analysis and lifecycle costing for
infrastructure,43 the use of clustering techniques and
petri net modelling for intelligent AM for rail earth-
works,44 intelligent AM with decision support for
railway signaling system,45 and intelligent transport
system for the European Railway Traffic
Management System (ERTMS).46

Application of AM to Fleet Management (FM)
focusses on aspects like reliability of service, owner-
ship, responsibility, performance monitoring and
decision making.47 AM for vehicle fleets is primarily
based on transportation problems such as routing
and scheduling and tracking mobile assets and their
inventories.48–53 Adoption of AI techniques in FM
has been done for condition monitoring of fleet
vehicles on road, to minimize accidents,54 and to dif-
ferentiate between strategic decision making situa-
tions.55 Adoption of AI techniques for rolling stock
has been done by using machine learning to reduce
downtime and minimize faults,56 and linear
programing for timetable rescheduling of rolling
stock.57 Identification of Reliability Availability
Maintainability and Safety (RAMS) health indicator
has been done for the fleet of rolling stock.58 Some
studies describe the adoption of AI techniques for
maintenance without reference to a specific domain
such as an intelligent predictive maintenance to iden-
tify faults in the system,59 and analytics based on
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natural language processing (NLP) to process main-

tenance logs.60–62

A substantial part of literature on AM for railways

is related to the maintenance of railway infrastruc-

ture, and signaling systems, with maintenance of rail-

way track at its core. There are few studies based on

the application of AM to FM that concentrate on

the operational aspects of the fleet. Adoption of AI

techniques to FM of rolling stock in literature is

focused on maintenance indicators such as RAMS.

A holistic AM approach augmented with AI enabled

decision making for FM of rolling stock has not

been found in the literature. There is no specific

research to our knowledge in the application of

AAM for decision making in FM of rolling stock.

Hence, before adoption, there is a need for a roadmap

for AAM in FM of rolling stock, by identifying real

world issues and challenges that needs to be

addressed. This road map is essential in laying

down the foundation for further descriptive, diagnos-

tic, predictive and descriptive analytics in the railway

domain.
Contribution – The first contribution of this paper

is to propose the concept of AAM that combines AI

analytics, and digital technologies with proven busi-

ness strategies and standard best practices in railways.

The second contribution is to apply the AAM concept

to a FM approach, with a System of Systems thinking

for railway infrastructure and rolling stock. The

issues and challenges in the application of AAM to

FM are then identified. This is done by applying the

case study method of research to railway rolling stock

in Sweden. This method captures the real-world chal-

lenges associated to structure, process, operation,

maintenance, and multiple sources of information

from related organizations. This is the third

contribution in the form of a taxonomy of challenges

categorized into three levels, 1) economic 2) organi-

zational 3) and technological. This taxonomy can be

used for research and development of frameworks,

approaches, technologies, and methodologies for

AAM in railway.

Case Study – Railway rolling stock in

Sweden

In Sweden, the Railway rolling stock is owned, oper-
ated and maintained by different parties. This hierar-
chy of ownership, operation and maintenance is
shown in Figure 1. The vehicle owners purchase the
vehicles from system integrators. The regional/local
transport authorities purchase the traffic contract
for the vehicles, and lease it out to operators that
have a certificate of operation and a driving license.
A third-party organization hired by an operator,
administers maintenance by keeping track of things
such as damages, maintenance intervals, assembled
components, detector data and so on. A pool of
High Value Components (HVK), such as compres-
sors and engines, is shared between the vehicles. The
HVKs are therefore, referred to as rotating compo-
nents as they rotate between vehicles interchangeably.
The ownership, operation, and maintenance contracts
for each HVK rotates between multiple parties
throughout its lifecycle. For a given period, in
years, the HVKs are maintained by a group of main-
tenance service providers that have a contract for that
period.

A vehicle is the smallest entity in a fleet. More than
one vehicle coupled together, forms a trainset. The
vehicles in the trainsets can be interchanged and/or
be used in reverse direction. For maintenance, each
vehicle is marked with two Radio Frequency
Identification (RFiD) tags, one at each end, for iden-
tification and marking vehicle direction. Each vehicle
is registered at Transportstyrelsen – The Swedish
Transport Agency. It is evident from the case descrip-
tion that there are multiple levels of contractual
conditions between stakeholders with complex dimen-
sions of ownership, operation and maintenance.

Research approach

This research is based on the case study method
guided by three principles of data collection suggested
by Yin.63 They were achieved through 1)multiple

Figure 1. The heirarchy of stakeholders for the ownership, operation and maintenance of railway rolling stock.
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sources for data collection, 2) maintaining a database
of evidences in the form of a taxonomy of issues and
challenges and 3) tracing the research process back-
wards by verifying the findings in semi structured
interview with a focused interview. The case study
was carried out in the following steps.

Literature survey

When a new perspective is applied to an existing
system, such as the application of AAM to railways,
the survey is done from analogous literature and mid-
range theories before the qualitative analysis can
begin.64 The findings reported in this paper are not
a direct result of the survey. Literature survey was
used to gain domain knowledge for the asset and to
understand the applied technologies and
methodologies.

Semi-structured interview

A semi structured interview was conducted with >15
organizations related to Railways in Sweden, with
over 70 attendees. This was done during the work-
shops and consortiums organized with associated
project partners. The interview consisted of a
common and open ended but organized and sequen-
tial questioning session with the participants, to facil-
itate an in-depth discussion on the subject. The
discussion was centered on identifying the challenges
in the maintenance of the rolling stock fleet, and the
possibilities with the use of AI.

Focused interview

This research is funded by an associated project that
involves data analysis and demonstrator development
for the FM of rolling stock. The data obtained such
as the vehicle performance, the history of damages,
the delay information on the arrival of trains, the
weather data, and the operation and maintenance
logs were integrated into a demonstrator platform
for stakeholders. The response and acceptance of

the solutions by a focused group of stakeholders pro-

vided for the demonstrator was a verification step of

the challenges identified in previous stages.

Survey to a concentrated group

A fixed set of issues and challenges in AAM of rail-

ways that were identified from the semi structured

interview, were posed to 19 representatives from 15

different organizations within railways with a mini-

mum of 10 years of experience in the domain. The

participants were asked to rate each challenge on a

scale of 1 to 10 based on the level of benefit it would

add to their organization if that challenge was

addressed, 10 being the maximum benefit and 1

being the least. This step was done to corroborate

the results deduced from previous steps.

Results

Result 1: The concept – AAM

This paper proposes the concept of AAM which is

an end-to-end process that integrates data from

multiple heterogenous sources and transforms

them into information, knowledge, and context

models. These models when combined with

domain expertise, enable advanced decision support

by increasing the level of automation in the existing

AM framework. (Figure 2 – extends the mainte-

nance analytics concept65 to AM by using an appli-

cation perspective). The underlying principle of

these models are inspired by concepts in software

engineering for application development. The infor-

mation model is based on the computationally inde-

pendent approach, that describes the relationships

between the data sources and limitations of the

model in terms of considered/available sources of

data collection. The knowledge model is based on

a domain driven approach which keeps the railway

domain and its specific challenges at the center. The

context model is based on service-oriented

Figure 2. The proposed end-to-end AAM concept for railways.
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approach, that adapts the analytics to the needs of

the end user which can be vehicle owner, operator,

or maintenance service provider.
The AAM process begins with receiving, storing,

and pre-processing data from data sources. This data

is in different formats such as images for wheel dam-

ages, text data for failure and maintenance descrip-

tion, numeric data for performance kilometers, train

arrival delay in minutes and so on. The information

models are based on integrating these data sources on

a common and distributed platform to provide a

holistic image of asset condition for all stakeholders.

The knowledge models are built on analytic services

developed on the information models by identifying

patterns and hidden relationships between data to

explain domain specific challenges. These models

are used to provide descriptive, diagnostic, predictive

and prescriptive analytic services. The AAM process

is further enriched by improvising access to context.

Context adaptation of analytics done on information

and knowledge models, can act as enabling technolo-

gy for the application of the analytics to real world

problems.
The railway system requires continuous exchange

and sharing of data and analytical models with mul-

tiple stakeholders to develop effective decision sup-

port. The provision of a secure pipeline according

to cyber security guidelines in the railway domain,

for this exchange, ensures a trustworthy platform.

The output of the analytical models developed

within the AAM process provide context adapted vis-

ualizations of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)

and system health assessment to the user through an

interface. The key here is to create customized visuals

that are simple to interpret, for each business owner

based on their requirements. The user interface in

combination with factors such as expert domain
knowledge on business processes, safety thresholds,
maintenance strategies, life cycle cost etc. provide
augmented decision support. This decision support
contributes to a holistic AM that includes operation
and maintenance, logistics support, business, gover-
nance, and sustainability.

Result 2: Approach – SoS, fleet management

This paper suggests SoS concept with a FM approach
towards railway infrastructure and rolling stock
assets. The application of the AAM concept is
based on deriving insights from data. The lack of
quality data for each asset, can highly reduce the
accuracy of any model. A SoS thinking with a FM
approach for railway infrastructure and rolling stock
assets, can help to compensate this issue. The limited
available data points for an individual asset can be
compensated by the higher hierarchical level of the
asset group/fleet with a larger dataset, to improve
model accuracy. For example, the failures in an indi-
vidual vehicle can be predicted based on the com-
bined consideration of the degradation model for
the fleet and the unique characteristics of the vehicle.
At the same time, this enables the comparison of an
individual behavior with the group. This approach is
based on SoS thinking where the fleet is looked upon
as a System of Systems and the individual vehicle as
a system with multiple components and sub-
components. This approach as shown in Figure 3,
helps to establish a bi-directional relationship
between the situation of an individual and the context
of a fleet. Frequently encountered situations of an
individual can be used to define the context of a
fleet. The context of the fleet, in turn, lays down the
guidelines for expected behavior of individuals in

Figure 3. The conceptual thinking for the Fleet Management approach and context definition for long term maintenance planning
towards AM.
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the fleet. This kind of description supports the ana-

lytic services by describing the general fleet behavior
and the characteristics of outliers in the fleet. The

short term maintenance plan for an individual vehicle

based on operational and maintenance situations and
the long term maintenance strategies for the fleet with

a well-defined context, can be made based on these
context adapted analytic services.

Result 3: Taxonomy of AAM-related challenges

The challenges listed in this section were identified

through an iterative process which began with identi-
fication of challenges in the FM of rolling stock. The

AAM concept with SoS thinking, was then applied to

address these challenges. The application of this
approach led to deeper reflection by related organi-

zations within railways, to identify more specific chal-
lenges that need to be addressed. The taxonomy of

challenges in Figure 4, are categorized into three

levels

1. Organizational – challenges related to the organi-

zational complexity
2. Technological – challenges that are directly related

to management and analysis of asset data

3. Economical – challenges that can have a direct

impact on cost
Each of these challenges have been discussed

below.

Cross-organizational operation and maintenance. Railway

rolling stock in Sweden is cross-organizational with

multiple stakeholders. It is challenging to compose a

unified picture of the fleet from several heterogenous

sources of data. The main data sources identified in

this case study are: 1) Vehicle data from on-board

detectors 2) Wheel profile measurements 3) Weather

data from Sweden’s meteorological and hydrological

institute (SMHI) 4) Preventive maintenance records

in the form of a well-defined split table 5) Corrective

maintenance records in the form of defect logs 6)

Operation history of vehicles, wagons and HVKs 6)

Train regularity and punctuality records from

Swedish transport administration (Trafikverket).

These organizations need a common and distributed

platform where the complete information regarding

operation, maintenance and asset condition can be

integrated in order to understand the overall health

of the asset.

Figure 4. A taxonomy of issues and challenges in AAM for railways, categorized as organizational, economical and technological.
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Rotating components. HVKs are used in different
vehicles in their lifetime based on requirement and
availability. To predict failures in the fleet, it is impor-
tant to predict failure in HVKs. It is of value to study
the lifecycle of these components and the variation in
their behavior in specific vehicle configurations.
Currently, it is challenging to maintain and access
the complete record of operation and maintenance
on HVK due to their varying configurations at vari-
ous times. Some of the important HVKs and the
heavy maintenance actions performed on them are
listed below:

1. Engines – Mounting and demounting of engines
and their suspension systems

2. Compressors – Mounting and demounting of the
compressor, filter fuse valve, pressure valve.

3. Wheel sets – Reversing of wheel pairs, demounting,
mounting, inspection, and cleaning of wheel
bearings

4. Break system – Replacement of break discs
5. Battery – Reconditioning of the battery

Configuration management. The rolling stock fleet is a
SoS of heterogeneous components and sub-
components with varying functions and life cycle pro-
cesses. The behavior of any component within this
SoS influences the entire structure due to interactions
between interfaces. Moreover, the continuous sharing
and exchange of components and sub-components
between the vehicles in a fleet needs a structured
CM system to be able to understand and predict
these interactions.

Asset data management. Two types of asset data were
identified in this case:

1. Off-line data, consisting of maintenance records,
failure and damage history, operational condition
records, time of train arrival etc. The challenges
observed in the management of such data are, het-
erogeneity in data, data quality issues, data clean-
ing, data storage and data retrieval.

2. Live streaming data consisting of large volumes of
condition monitoring data from on-board systems
and wayside detectors. The challenge with this type
of data is related to velocity, volume, variety,
cyber-security, meaningfulness of data, data stor-
age, data filtering and need for an automated
system for continuously processing live data.

Data quality. Data quality is assessed on aspects like
availability, accessibility, credibility, meta-data, integ-
rity, consistency, relevance, readability, and structure
based on business requirements. However, there is a
duality between the data quality its application. Even
different methods within the same application require
different data quality, therefore it cannot be deter-
mined as a priori. Some specific data quality issues

identified for this case were: missing data, missing

parameters needed for analytics, fewer data points

leading to uncertainties in prediction, inconsistencies

in data formats and language, differentiating anoma-

lies from incorrect data and redundant data.

Context aware analytics. Context aware analytics nor-

mally consider, the context of the end user to provide

relevant information required for decision support. In

the scope of this case study the need to define context

for the analytic services, were identified on two more

levels.

1. Context adaptation of the analytics to the user

based on factors such as, the role description, inter-

action with the interface and the level of decision

support. For instance, the vehicle owner is inter-

ested in identifying the less performing fleets and

vehicles and the root cause for low performance.

On the other hand, maintenance operator is inter-

ested in information such as the maintenance strat-

egy of the component, the type of failure that has

occurred, the type of maintenance action that is to

be performed, predicting the requirement of spare

parts, maintenance support and so on.
2. Context adaptation of the analytics based on the

consideration of varying operating conditions for

the railway vehicle such as temperature, humidity,

operating route, positioning of brakes, speed limit

and so on. Such parameters are numerous, and

often correlated.
3. Context adaptation of the analytics to mainte-

nance needs. This refers to factors such as life

cycle stage of the asset, safety thresholds, mainte-

nance policy of the organization, and so on.

Individual2fleet, Fleet2Individual. AAM for FM involves

generalizations based on the fleet behavior and iden-

tification of outlier individual behavior. The industry

faces challenge in identifying the bottlenecks in the

fleet operation and tracking the party that is respon-

sible party for it. A top down and bottoms up

approach from fleet2individual and individual2fleet

is needed to identify these bottlenecks and their

impact on fleet KPIs.

System-of-systems approach. The vehicles in a fleet are

acquired over time and grouped based on routing and

operational needs. This creates a heterogenous fleet

with varying operation and maintenance history.

Developing a common maintenance plan for such a

fleet is not insightful, due to very few common char-

acteristics within the fleet. Defining the fleet as a SoS

based on technical, operational, or contextual charac-

teristics such as system design, period of operation,

route of operation, maintenance policy etc. can con-

tribute to better analytics. Defining a SoS of for rail-

way vehicles from a maintenance perspective

Kumari et al. 7



considering some maintenance related specifications

are listed in Table 1.

Natural language processing. A substantial amount of

maintenance logs consists of manually entered free

text by experienced personnel. These logs contain

valuable information related to events, failures and

maintenance of the vehicles and their components.

The free text logs cannot be easily classified into spe-

cific categories for analysis. Additionally, the use of

technical terms, acronyms, multilingual entries,

incomplete records, and use of organizational lan-

guage, make it challenging to apply out of the box

NLP tools to the maintenance context.

Lifecycle management. AM needs to consider interac-

tions between components of an asset that are at var-

ious stages of their lifecycle. AAM is based on the

consideration of physical as well as digital asset life-

cycle. The maintenance and safety thresholds at an

early stage of asset lifecycle might be different from

the advanced stages of degradation with time and

mileage. Managing maintenance at each stage of the

asset life-cycle as shown in Figure 5 (adapted from3),

can help in maximizing the asset performance. Such a

perspective is essential to consider varying expecta-

tions related to operation, maintenance, and business

at various stages.

No fault found. No Fault Found (NFF) is a known
phenomenon where the reason for interruptions in
operation cannot be explained by the maintenance
process.66 The system complexity in the fleet of rail-
way vehicles makes it challenging to link faults to
specific parties or events in the chain. The reason
behind the NFF issue ranges from the lack of under-
standing about mechanical systems, lack of under-
standing about the defect logging software, multiple
and non-standard ways of fault reporting, variation
in interpretation of the maintenance manuals, design
of the training and troubleshooting tests, the expertise
of engineers, inability to establish relationships and
identify patterns in data and maintenance culture of
the organization.

Change management. Change management within an
organization includes updating the legacy hardware
and software systems, infrastructure, processes and
training the workforce towards adopting new skills.
The application of AAM for the rolling stock fleet,
requires transformation within organization on all
these levels. It is additionally challenging from tech-
nical, legal, operational, and organizational aspects
due the larger impact of the change realized on a
fleet level.

Performance measurement. For organizations such as
railways, availability is an operational success factor
for performance measurement. The KPIs that affect
availability of railways, have a major impact on busi-
ness performance and costs. The measurement of
these KPIs is challenging, as it needs integration of
several data sources from multiple organizations. The
vehicle owners in this case study, own two separate
fleet of vehicles. The number of faults per Mkm
(million kilometer) over time at fleet level is used to
analyze the difference in performance of the two
fleets. The faults per Mkm at the vehicle level, is
used to identify the vehicles that stand out in the
fleet, and to identify the most frequently occurring
faults in the fleet and individual vehciles. The faults
at sub-system level refer to the faults reported for
HVKs that are independent to the faults in vehicles.
This helps to identify the HVKs that have high
impact on vehicle and fleet level faults. The calcula-
tion of KPIs include all reported faults, faults that
cause delays in the train, and faults that cause stop-
page on the line. To improve the KPIs, it is required
to identify the associated events leading to these
faults. Some identified KPIs, their impact on system
performance and the analytics needed, to extract the
KPIs are shown in Figure 6.

Maintenance policy. Maintenance policy is based on the
approach of an organization towards maintenance
which can be preventive and/or corrective. The opti-
mization of preventive and corrective maintenance
activities is needed to reduce maintenance cost and

Table 1. Suggested specifications to define a SoS for railway
rolling stock from a maintenance perspective.

Maintenance

specification Description

Maintenance

strategy/policy

Defining the SoS based on the applied

maintenance policy such as correc-

tive maintenance, preventive mainte-

nance, condition based maintenance,

predictive maintenance

Maintenance

indenture levels

Defining the SoS based the number of

maintenance indenture levels speci-

fied, such as SoS, system, equipment,

component. The maintenance tasks

are prescribed against each indenture

level.

Maintenance

echelons

Defining the SoS based on the organi-

zational units such as overhaul facili-

ties and repair shops, that are

required to carry out maintenance.

Maintenance

action

Defining SoS based on the suggested

maintenance action such as repair,

replace, overhaul or ’do nothing.’

Maintenance

support

Defining the SoS based on required

maintenance support such as inven-

tory, trained personnel, line replace-

able units (LRU) and shop

replaceable units (SRU), availability of

maintenance window and so on.
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increase availability of railway vehicles. Such an opti-
mization is complex as it depends on several factors
like, classification of maintenance activities as preven-
tive or corrective and analysing the direct (resources,
inventory, man-hours) and indirect (outsourcing,
training) associated maintenance cost. The current
maintenance strategy for railway vehicles in Sweden
has fixed PM windows that are mileage or time based.
Different maintenance actions have different PM win-
dows. There is a minimum, maximum, and average
response time for PM actions based on whether the
maintenance action is safety related. Corrective main-
tenance actions are performed when a defect is
reported. PM actions performed during the CM
window are still reported as PM actions, even if
they are performed outside the scheduled window.

Predict and prevent. The preventive maintenance win-
dows for railway vehicles are normally scheduled
based on time or mileage of operation. This is a
one-size-fits-all approach which does not consider
the asset condition. Failure prediction models are
based on identification of specific failure modes
within a given context, for the system and its

components and thereby, associating the failure

modes to specific events to predict the occurrence of

failure. This transformation from the current time/

mileage-based maintenance to condition based main-

tenance is needed to reduce operational failures and

unnecessary routine maintenance.

Aligned operation and maintenance. Due to increased

traffic of passengers and goods, the railway traffic

in Sweden has steadily increased over the past years.

Performing maintenance action by interrupting oper-

ation can increase maintenance cost. The demanding

operational needs in combination with complexity in

predicting the need for maintenance makes it chal-

lenging to create and implement a schedule that opti-

mizes both operation and maintenance windows. The

different maintenance strategies that can impact oper-

ation are:

1. Corrective maintenance due to unexpected failures

such as engine breakdowns, derailment etc. that

lead to unplanned stoppage of the vehicle that

could disrupt the operation schedule.

Figure 5. Maintenance and maintenance support required across the asset life cycle.

Figure 6. KPIs for the fleet of rolling stock in railways, with their associated impact and the required analytics for the calculation of
the KPIs.
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2. Delayed maintenance due to unavailability of

inventory and trained service professionals.
3. Time/mileage based preventive maintenance, that

may not be required always, rather than condition

based preventive maintenance.

To increase the system availability, the specific PM

and CM tasks need to be optimized based on cost

constraints, the condition of railway vehicles, HVKs

and sub-components and availability of spare parts

and services, to avoid unprecedented failures.

Adding operational constraints to the maintenance

optimization models, ensures aligned operation and

maintenance.

Discussions

All these challenges in the taxonomy were identified

for FM of rolling stock, but as mentioned in 3.3, they

were cross validated within multiple organizations

within railways. The responses to a survey with 16

questions mapped to each challenge in the taxonomy,

assert the presence of these challenges across several

organizations related to railways in Sweden

(including infrastructure, rolling stock, maintenance,

consulting, and academia). These survey responses

have been plotted in Figure 7. Common technological

challenges such as data quality(C12) and data man-

agement(C11) are rated high by most railway

organizations, while challenges such as context adap-

tation(C15) and NLP(C14) are recognized in a few

organizations. This can be attributed to the readiness

and maturity level of the organization towards digi-

talization. The difference in the business goals of dif-

ferent organizations was observed, with operation

centric organizations rating the challenge of aligned

operation and maintenance(C10) higher, than third

party maintenance service providers. Challenges relat-

ed to long-term AM such as change management

(C16) and lifecycle management(C3) were on lower

priority for several participants. This can be due to

the technical rather than managerial roles of the

survey population. Maintenance related challenges

such as predict and prevent(C8), maintenance policy

(C9) were rated higher by almost all the organiza-

tions. This highlights the changing reactive to proac-

tive approach of the industry towards maintenance.
Although some variations in responses were

observed, the median value of responses for each

challenge was close to each other (between 7–10).

Additionally, there is a general difference in responses

of stakeholders such as infrastructure managers and

vehicle operators, to some challenges. Prioritization

of challenges in this taxonomy should be done specific

to an organization. Prioritization for railways in

common, is difficult due to varying needs of different

organizations. The details regarding following factors

can help with the prioritization:

Figure 7. A radar chart of the 19 responses received on a scale of 1 to 10, for each of the 16 challenges identified in the taxonomy
(1 being the minimum and 10 being the maximum level of benefit it would add to the organization if this challenge was addressed).
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1. Quantitative and/or qualitative prioritization
based on the needs of a specific organization.

2. Technological readiness and maturity level of the
organization

3. The role of the user within the organization
4. The type of data that can be shared by the

organization.
5. The long term and short-term goals of the organi-

zation related to business, operation, maintenance
technology, change management, sustainability etc.

Conclusions

This work aims to propose the concept of Augmented
Asset Management (AAM) with AI enabled aug-
mented decision support through a secure platform,
for AM in railways. With fast-paced digitalization
and increased attention around AI, the railway indus-
try with its intensive number of assets and vast
amount of generated data, is looking for augmented
decision-making in Asset Management (AM).
However, there exists several challenges before adop-
tion of augmentation. It can be concluded that these
challenges are related to know-hows and the identifi-
cation of the challenges will facilitate the development
of roadmap to AAM. The proposed concept of
AAM, can be used to create a know-how for provid-
ing a secure platform that provides AI enabled aug-
mented decision support for railways. Additionally,
the ‘Fleet Management (FM) approach with a SoS
thinking, can support the establishment of a bi-
directional relationship between an individual asset
and the entire population (i.e. the fleet), leading to
development of analytic services that can identify a
general fleet behavior from outliers in the fleet. The
reported taxonomy of issues and challenges based on
an iterative process of interactions with railway stake-
holders, helps in understanding and validating
domain specific needs. AAM provides an efficient
and effective platform that can add benefit to the
organization by facilitating the development of ana-
lytics and by bringing insight to the technological
maturity level of an organization. Finally, it can be
concluded that the outcomes from this work contrib-
ute to knowledge by laying a foundation for AAM for
FM in railways, with a roadmap in the form of a
taxonomy of issues and challenges.
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Abstract: Digital Twin (DT) has promising impact on the life cycle management of assets in manufacturing 
industry. The concept of DT has become possible with digitalisation and Artificial Intelligence (AI). Data 
driven Machine Learning (ML) capabilities, can enhance the performance of the DT. To replicate a dynamic 
system, the DT should continuously receive and process incoming data in real-time. However, every time 
that the system receives new incoming datasets, the challenges of ML such as data preparation, feature 
selection, model selection and performance evaluation, slow down the development process of DT. This 
paper proposes a MetaAnalyser platform that automates these steps for incoming datasets in real-time. The 
MetaAnalyser platform through automating data preparation, feature selection, model selection and 
performance evaluation, is expected to increase the level of agility in the development process of DT and 
the efficiency of the DT during its lifecycle. The MetaAnalyser platform is demonstrated in this paper by 
ranking the features that affect the arrival delays in trains and ranking regression models based on their 
performance on the dataset. 
Keywords: digital twin, artificial intelligence, automated machine learning, MetaAnalyser, feature 
selection, model selection 

1 INTRODUCTION  

Artificial Intelligence (AI) and digitalization enables 
materialization of Digital Twin (DT) in manufacturing 
industry. DT in industry is considered as a virtual 
representation of any physical or digital item of a system, i.e. 
hardware, software, and liveware (Karim, Galar, and Kumar 
2021). The complete lifecycle management of DT is highly 
dependent on agility of the development process. The replica 
of a dynamic system should be as dynamic as the system itself. 

DT empowered by AI capabilities and digital technologies is 
expected to ensure smart manufacturing systems that are fast, 
resilient, transparent, scalable and efficient. An appropriate 
implementation of DT will provide manufacturing industries 
with capabilities, such as advanced analytics, online and real-
time monitoring and control, simulation, now casting, 
forecasting, and optimisation. This can be achieved through a 
firm integration between the system items (hardware, 
software, live ware) with their representation in the digital 
space. The DT will continuously receive, store, process and 
analyse data and models in order to replicate the system’s 
current condition and the system’s future predicted conditions. 

For a DT to solve its purpose, it should behave as close to the 
real-world system as possible. This needs the integration of 
concepts such as physics-based modelling, data-driven 
modelling, optimization techniques and multi-variate analysis 
using a system- of systems thinking. The system-of-systems 
thinking is based on the autonomous performance of 
individual systems, with consideration to the fact that overall 
system-of-system behaviour can vary from the individual 

system behaviours, when interactive forces between the 
systems come into the picture. (Arnold and Wade 2015) 

The development and implementation of a DT therefore, 
should consider the aspects of configuration, time, interaction, 
security, data quality, model selection and model fidelity. Each 
of these aspects have been discussed in section 3. The 
implementation of these aspects in real-time requires increased 
levels of automation in the processes related to DT. 

This paper proposes a MetaAnalyser platform to automate the 
processes ML processes, such as data preparation, feature 
selection, model selection and performance evaluation to 
increase the level of agility in the development process of DT. 
This is done by providing a step-by-step process of the 
MetaAnalyser platform which is demonstrated with a case of 
feature selection and model selection for the arrival delays in 
train.    

2 METAANALYSER FOR DIGITAL TWIN 

Management of complex technical systems requires an 
appropriate approach to ensure required system performance 
and level of serviceability, during the system’s lifecycle. The 
efficiency of the lifecycle management of a complex technical 
system has significant impact on the system availability 
performance. A DT is a replica of a system. It is materialised 
in a digital space, as a set of integrated software, hardware & 
liveware. (Karim et al., 2021). Hence, the performance of DT 
is highly dependent on the DT’s capability to adapt to the 
changes in the system it is replicating, during the system’s 
lifecycle.  
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implementation of DT will provide manufacturing industries 
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software, live ware) with their representation in the digital 
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For a DT to solve its purpose, it should behave as close to the 
real-world system as possible. This needs the integration of 
concepts such as physics-based modelling, data-driven 
modelling, optimization techniques and multi-variate analysis 
using a system- of systems thinking. The system-of-systems 
thinking is based on the autonomous performance of 
individual systems, with consideration to the fact that overall 
system-of-system behaviour can vary from the individual 
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firm integration between the system items (hardware, 
software, live ware) with their representation in the digital 
space. The DT will continuously receive, store, process and 
analyse data and models in order to replicate the system’s 
current condition and the system’s future predicted conditions. 

For a DT to solve its purpose, it should behave as close to the 
real-world system as possible. This needs the integration of 
concepts such as physics-based modelling, data-driven 
modelling, optimization techniques and multi-variate analysis 
using a system- of systems thinking. The system-of-systems 
thinking is based on the autonomous performance of 
individual systems, with consideration to the fact that overall 
system-of-system behaviour can vary from the individual 

system behaviours, when interactive forces between the 
systems come into the picture. (Arnold and Wade 2015) 

The development and implementation of a DT therefore, 
should consider the aspects of configuration, time, interaction, 
security, data quality, model selection and model fidelity. Each 
of these aspects have been discussed in section 3. The 
implementation of these aspects in real-time requires increased 
levels of automation in the processes related to DT. 

This paper proposes a MetaAnalyser platform to automate the 
processes ML processes, such as data preparation, feature 
selection, model selection and performance evaluation to 
increase the level of agility in the development process of DT. 
This is done by providing a step-by-step process of the 
MetaAnalyser platform which is demonstrated with a case of 
feature selection and model selection for the arrival delays in 
train.    

2 METAANALYSER FOR DIGITAL TWIN 

Management of complex technical systems requires an 
appropriate approach to ensure required system performance 
and level of serviceability, during the system’s lifecycle. The 
efficiency of the lifecycle management of a complex technical 
system has significant impact on the system availability 
performance. A DT is a replica of a system. It is materialised 
in a digital space, as a set of integrated software, hardware & 
liveware. (Karim et al., 2021). Hence, the performance of DT 
is highly dependent on the DT’s capability to adapt to the 
changes in the system it is replicating, during the system’s 
lifecycle.  
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Data driven Machine Learning (ML) capabilities can enhance 
the performance of DT. ML processes such as data 
preparation, feature selection, model selection and model 
performance evaluation are repetitive from a life-cycle 
perspective of DT. Automating these processes through the 
MetaAnalyser platform, is expected to bring a high level of 
agility in the development process of DT. This will increase 
the efficiency of DT during its lifecycle, and contribute to the 
improved sustainability of DT through reduced energy 
consumption during the development and execution. 

3 THE ASPECTS OF DIGITAL TWIN 

When developing and implementing DT there are several 
conceptual and technological aspects that need to be 
considered. Some of these aspects as shown in Figure 1 are: 

 

Aspect of configuration - a DT is a virtual representation of a 
system, including all its inherent items. At any specific time, it 
is highly important to continuously update the DT to reflect 
current configuration of the system. The configuration of a 
manufacturing system includes the spatial layout of the 

system, process planning, the selection of equipment, 
equipment allocation, and the interconnection between the 
equipments. Referring to the historical configuration of the 
system that does not reflect the current state can lead to 
fluctuations in the efficiency of the manufacturing system. 
(Liu et al. 2021) 

Aspect of time – enabling a time space is highly important in 
the concept of DT. A DT needs to provide capability for a so-
called time-travel of the system. This means that it should be 
possible to change the time space for a DT in order to, for 
instance, study the system behaviour at given point in time. 
This is not only an aspect of managing historical data, but it is 
even more challenging when it comes to analytical models of 
a DT. A model that can provide the behaviour of an object at 
a specific time, when used within a DT should extend to reflect 
the change in behaviour over time. (Wright and Davidson 
2020) 

Aspect of interaction – In opposition to the concept of 
simulators and emulators, a DT needs to provide an interaction 
model between the system and its virtualised replica. This is to 
enable continuous update and control capabilities of the DT, 
which in turn, enables it to change the behaviour of the system 
when needed. Planning the DT at an early stage, with the 
provision of interfaces to interact with real data, can facilitate 
the verification and continuous improvement of the simulation 
models. (Boschert and Rosen 2016) 

Aspect of security – a DT is realised using a data-driven 
approach. In a data-driven approach, the availability and 
accessibility of data is highly important. When sharing data 
and models between DTs, it is required that the DT implements 
and provides mechanisms for secure model and data exchange. 
Consideration and planning for the aspects of data and model 
security such as threats, vulnerabilities and impact of attacks, 
enables an active interaction between DTs in manufacturing. 
(Kaur, Mishra, and Maheshwari 2020) 

Aspect of data quality – The quality of data, the data resolution 
and the data relevance are highly important for the fidelity of 
models implemented in the DT. Non-standardized and de-
centralized data acquisition leading to heterogeneous data can 
prove as a challenge to realisation of DTs. (Uhlemann, 
Lehmann, and Steinhilper 2017) 

Aspect of model selection – Model selection refers to the 
process of selecting the best-fit-model for an individual 
context and for a specific given time. In a DT, model selection 
needs to be done based on mainly two aspects: 1) 
characteristics of the datasets; and 2) capability of the model 
within the addressed context. 

Aspect of model fidelity - The DT of a system can be a 
combination of multiple models working together 
interactively, to simulate the functioning of the physical and 
virtual systems together. The model fidelity specifies 
quantitative requirements on model parameters such as 
accuracy, error, precision, recall and sensitivity to validate the 
DT representation of the actual system. (Dynamics et al. 2019) 

 

 
 

Figure 1 the conceptual and technological aspects of a Digital 
Twin 

 

 
 

Figure 2 the basic concept of Machine Learning 
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4 DATA DRIVEN MACHINE LEARNING FOR DIGITAL 
TWIN 

 Machine Learning - The architecture of a DT is based on data 
acquisition through sensor and measurement technology, 
internet of things (IoT) and Machine Learning (ML). (Kaur et 
al. 2020) “Machine learning is a branch of artificial 
intelligence (AI) and computer science which focuses on the 
use of data and algorithms to imitate the way that humans 
learn, gradually improving its accuracy” (IBM). A computer 
program is said to learn from experience if its performance that 
has improved with respect to a task.  (Kononenko and Kukar 
2007) The basic concepts of ML can be understood in terms of 
the specified task that is to be solved by the ML model, the 
method used by the model to gain experience/learn, and the 
parameters used to evaluate the model performance. Common 
ML tasks, experiences and performance measures have ben 
illustrated in Figure 2. 

Task – A task is a description of how the data should be 
processed. A classification task assigns specific labels/classes 
to the new observations, for example, classification of patterns 
in a dataset with missing data due to failures in data acquisition 
systems in industrial context. A regression task aims to predict 
a dependent variable based on its relationship with other 
independent variables. Anomaly detection refers to identifying 
unusual events in the dataset. Imputation and denoising tasks 
are to predicting missing values in data from the available data 
and to predict clean data from a noisy data. Probability mass 
estimation task gives the probabilities of specific outcomes. 

Experience – Experience is the learning mechanism of the ML 
algorithm. In supervised learning, the input data is labelled and 
it is known what the outcome should look like. Supervised 
learning can be to perform a regression task to predict 
continuous values or a classification task to predict discrete 
values. Some popular supervised learning algorithms are 
logistic regression, naïve Bayes, decision tree, support vector 
machines etc.  In unsupervised learning, the data points aren’t 
labelled. The algorithm learns some features from the data and 
tries to discover and present a structure of the dataset based on 
the features. This technique is useful when it is not known 
what the outcome should look like, for example - K-means 
clustering and principle component analysis. (Rao 2016)  

Semi-supervised learning works with partially labelled 
dataset. Multiple instance learning is also a type of supervised 
learning, but instead of labelled instances it involves ‘bags’ of 
instances that are labelled. Reinforcement learning on the other 
hand involves interactions with the environment, along with 
rewards and penalties to learn sophisticated techniques of 
problem solving through trial and error.  

Performance measure – Performance measures are used in ML 
to compare different learning algorithms. Some of the 
commonly used performance measures are accuracy, 
confusion matrix, F1 score and mean squared error. Accuracy 
gives the percentage of correct outputs generated by the model. 
A confusion matrix describes the model performance as a 
matrix of true positives, true negatives, false positives and 
false negatives. The average of the values across the diagonal 
of the confusion matrix gives the model accuracy. F1 score 

measures the model accuracy on test data. It is a ratio of model 
precision and recall. Mean squared error is the average of the 
squares of the difference between the actual value and the 
predicted value. 

There are many practical applications where it is difficult to 
extract features from the raw data, such as data in the form of 
voice and images. Such problems can be solved using Deep 
Learning by representing complex features of the data in terms 
of simple features. (Lee et al. 2020) Deep learning is a type of 
ML algorithm that mimics the structure and function of the 
human brain. Some of the deep learning algorithms based on 
artificial neural networks (ANN), are Convolutional Neural 
Networks (CNN), Long Short Term Memory networks 
(LSTMs), Recurrent neural networks (RNN), Self-organizing 
maps etc.  

The choice of an algorithm and performance measures for a 
task is based on the available data. However, this is generally 
done on a trial and error basis, where possible candidate 
algorithms are tried on the dataset, and their performance is 
evaluated over performance metrics to select the best possible 
model. Apart from this, the tuning of the hyper parameters of 
each model, results in many more models for performance 
comparison. There are also decisions to be taken as to what 
and how much data should be passed to the model. It takes 
several iterations to reach an optimal combination of all these 
parameters, in order to finalize a process. The development of 
a ML system requires a high level of expertise. Even the 
building of models on available ML algorithms, needs a 
number of experiments and runs to get the expected model 
performance. These multiple experiments generate large 
amount of data that needs to be stored. Additionally, the 
trained models need to be retrained with new data constantly. 
Another challenge is to collaborate and share the data, 
algorithms and results with team members at different 
locations.  

All these steps of data storage, data pre-processing, algorithm 
selection, parameter selection, computational speed, and 
sharing and storage of intermediate and final results, if not 
managed effectively, can adversely affect the overall 
performance of the analytics. To increase the efficiency of the 
DT, all these stages of data processing and analytics need to be 
automated through a secure and high speed platform. A high 
speed mapping between physical assets and their virtual 
models comprising a DT, is essential for the real-time control 
and optimization of assets.  

5 THE METAANALYSER PLATFORM 

5.1 Proposed Platform Description  

Meta-analysis is a science of arriving at an informed 
conclusion based on available evidence. (Bowden and Jackson 
2016). In the context of this paper, the term MetaAnalyser 
refers to a platform that automates the ML feature selection 
and model selection based on the context and characteristics of 
the datasets.  
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MetaAnalyser is an automated ML platform for enhanced 
analytics in DT. This platform is expected to expedite the 
process of data pre-processing, algorithm selection, feature 
selection and performance evaluation of ML algorithms by 
automating the whole process. Therefore, the contribution of 
this platform is not only feature selection and model selection, 
but also to establish a methodology for automating these 
repetitive processes to increase the efficiency of a DT to 
analyse incoming real-time datasets. This automation is done 
through a systematic process as described in Figure 3.  

To facilitate the information logistics section of the 
MetaAnalyser, it is important to identify the data sources, 
tasks, models and evaluation metrics that should be 
considered. This is done by identification of domain-specific 
challenges that need to be addressed. This step is followed by 
gathering of data from multiple relevant data sources in the 
domain that can be used to address the specified challenges. 
The gathered data is imported to a cloud based data factory that 
facilitates the extract, transform, load (ETL) and data 
integration approaches. The need for data storage in a cloud 
based data factory is that it establishes a connection to the 
database servers and analytics services for further processing.  

The second section of the MetaAnalyser is ‘Automated ML’. 
In the first step of this section, the dataset is imported to the 
automated ML platform from web URLs or cloud based data 
storage that is compatible to the platform. The features to be 
analysed in the model are then selected from the imported 
dataset. Data transformation steps such as, row partitioning, 
normalization, generating new columns using mathematical 
formulas on columns, cleaning missing data, and splitting the 
dataset into two distinct sets are performed on the selected 
features based on the task specifications.  

The next step is to select the algorithm for analysis of the 
dataset. The analysis task can be to summarize the data using 

statistical function, selection of important features in the data, 
and/or to compare the performance of machine learning 
models with the data. Specific classification, clustering, 
regression, or anomaly detection ML algorithm is selected 
based on the expected outcome of the task. The number of 
iterations over different models, and hyper parameter settings 
of the selected model is specified at this stage. In the next step, 
the dependent variable for the model and performance 
evaluation factors are specified.  

The platform receives the specifications and executes multiple 
models of the specified algorithms and generates a ranking 
based on model performance. A feature selection analysis, 
ranks the features based on their predictive power of the output 
variable.  

Once the data has been imported to the automated ML 
platform, all the steps mentioned above, are automated to be 
executed in a single step by a python program. The 
MetaAnalyser automates the preliminary data analysis for 
domain-specific tasks with the integration of information 
logistics and machine learning pipelines. It takes in the input 
data and suggests the most important features and best-fitting 
machine learning models with tuned hyper parameters, for the 
data.  This platform will help the data scientists to analyse the 
incoming domain data initially. The verification of the ground 
truth with the selected model can then be done as the next step 
with the domain knowledge.  

5.2 Use case description  

Railways is a system-of-systems with complex interactions 
between autonomous systems such as infrastructure, rolling 
stock, and signalling systems. The performance of railways is 
measured through multiple Key Performance Indicators 
(KPIs) out of which punctuality is an important indicator. The 
delay in arrival time of trains can depend on a number of 
factors such as train scheduling and planning, operation and 

 
 

Figure 3 the MetaAnalyser platform with information logistics and automated machine 
learning pipelines for enhanced analytics in Digital Twin 
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maintenance of infrastructure and rolling stock, environmental 
and weather conditions, faults in signalling system and so on.  

The weather conditions recorded at the time of delay alone has 
at least 50 features such as temperature, air pressure, humidity, 
snow depth etc. It is difficult and time-consuming to apply 
advanced ML algorithms to all these features manually. Even 
when the features having maximum impact are identified, the 
selection of algorithm still remains a challenge. A preliminary 
solution that takes all the features as inputs, runs it through 
multiple algorithms with multiple parameter selections and 
provides output through different scores for model 
performance, thus automatically suggesting the top features 
and best-fit algorithms is required. 

5.3 Developed Solution 

Linear regression is a statistical method that is used to model 
the relationship between a dependent variable and one or more 
independent variables. Modelling the relationship with more 
than one independent variable is called multiple linear 
regression, where the model parameters are estimated from the 
data. Once the model parameters have been estimated, linear 
regression can be used to predict the unknown output variable 
from the set of input variables. It is also used to quantify the 
relationship between the dependent and the independent 
variables in terms of which variable has the maximum, 
minimum or no relationship with the output.(Ding 2017) The 
dataset for this use case is continuous time stamped data with 
delays observed in the arrival of trains over a period of time. 

The expected outcome for this use case is to analyse the effect 
of certain features on delays. This can be done through 
supervised learning techniques such as regression analysis or 
unsupervised learning techniques such as clustering for 
dimensionality reduction. In this paper, regression analysis has 

been selected for the purpose of demonstration of the 
MetaAnalyser platform. In the context of ML, regression 
analysis is a supervised learning technique with labelled input 
and output data.  

The automated ML implementation is done using azure 
machine learning services. The azure data factory is used as 
the cloud storage platform. The output variable is registered 
delays for trains in Sweden over a period of time. The input 
variables are, the reason code registered for the delay, the place 
where the delay occurred, the month of the year, overall 
weather conditions, temperature and humidity. The proposed 
method automatically tests around 20 different regression 
models with different configurations/parameter values to find 
the best one for a given dataset.  

The regression models are evaluated and ranked using the r2 
score metric. With actual values 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖  and predicted values 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖, the 
coefficient of determination (𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟2) is defined as: 

𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟2 = 1 −  
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡

 

where: 

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 =  �(𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖)2
𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

 

and: 
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 =  �(𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦�)2

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

 

Therefore, a model where every predicted value is equal to 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦� , 
will have 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟2 = 0 and a model where every predicted value is 
equal to the actual value, will have 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟2 = 1. 

After the run has completed the best performing model along 
with the feature importance will be displayed in the azure 
terminal.  
 
Figure 4 shows the top 10 algorithms in terms of their r2 score 
sorted in a descending order. The highest score recorded was 
0.34608 for Voting Ensemble algorithm. This algorithm runs 
multiple models over the same training set or the same 
algorithm over multiple training sets, to get multiple 
predictions of the output variables. The predictions from all the 

 
 

 

Figure 4. the list of models with their R2 scores and hyper 
parameter selections displayed on the automated machine 
learning terminal 

 
 

 
Figure 5. Top six features by their importance with respect to 

delays 
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algorithms are accumulated to make a final prediction. An r2 
score of 0.34608 shows a relatively less dependency of the 
dependent variable on the independent variables. As shown in 
Figure 5, the reason code for the delays (orsakskod) is a better 
candidate for analysis than temperature, place of occurrence 
and time of the year. This feature selection helps to reduce the 
dimensionality of the data by identifying the features with 
maximum impact on the output variables. 
 
The automated ML platform was integrated with a python 
script that takes the dataset and output variables from the user 
and automates the rest of the process. The python script created 
for this use case specifies the algorithm, the model hyper 
parameters, input and output features and performance 
evaluation factors. This script can be customized to each 
domain-specific use case with different algorithms and model 
parameters. When evaluating the models, several different 
metrics of evaluation can be selected instead of r2 score. 
However, there is a limitation of analysing only one dependent 
variable at a time. Any new data received for this use case can 
directly be imported to the MetaAnalyser platform for 
preliminary analysis regarding feature importance and ML 
model selection.  

6 CONCLUSIONS  

This paper proposes and describes a MetaAnalyser platform 
with systematic steps, that automate the ML processes such as 
data preparation, feature selection, model selection and 
performance evaluation, in order to expedite the development 
processes of a DT. This platform is intended for the initial 
analysis of a new dataset in an industrial context in order to 
identify important features that have an impact on the domain-
specific KPIs. The platform also facilitates the selection of the 
best-fit model for the given dataset based on the specified 
expected outcome.  

The MetaAnalyser platform reduces the time taken in 
repetitive ML processes, by automating them, therefore 
increasing the agility of the development process of DT. The 
guidelines for the application of the platform to industrial use 
cases are provided through the systematic analysis of arrival 
delays in trains.  The current platform ranks the models within 
only one type of algorithm such as regression or classification 
algorithm. It can be further enhanced to rank the model 
performance of models using different types of algorithms. 
The platform also has the possibility to be extended to 
automate the model deployment process after the model 
selection and performance evaluation has been done.  
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A Framework for Now-Casting and Forecasting in Augmented Asset 
Management 

Jaya Kumari, Ramin Karim , Adithya Thaduri, and Pierre Dersin 

Abstract: 

Asset Management of a complex technical system-of-systems needs cross-organizational operation and 
maintenance, asset data management and context-aware analytics. Emerging technologies such as AI and 
digitalization can facilitate the augmentation of asset management (AAM), by providing data-driven and model-
driven approaches to analytics, i.e., now-casting and forecasting. However, implementing context-aware now-
casting and forecasting analytics in an operational environment with varying contexts such as for fleets and 
distributed infrastructure is challenging. The number of algorithms in such an implementation can be vast due to 
large number of assets and operational contexts for the fleet. To reduce the complexity of the analytics, it is 
required to optimize the number of algorithms. This can be done by optimizing the number of operational contexts 
through a generalization and specialization approach based on both fleet behavior and individual behavior for 
improved analytics. This paper proposes a framework for context-aware now-casting and forecasting analytics for 
AAM based on a top-down, i.e., Fleet2Individual and bottom -up, i.e.,  Individual2Fleet approach. The proposed 
framework has been described and verified by applying it to the context of railway rolling stock in Sweden. The 
benefits of the proposed framework is to provide industries with a tool that can be used to simplify the 
implementation of AI and digital technologies in now-casting and forecasting. 

Keywords: Now-casting; Forecasting; Asset Management; Augmented Asset Management; Fleet Management; 
Railway ; Rolling Stock   

1 Introduction 

An effective and efficient Asset Management (AM) is important to achieve operational excellence in asset 
intensive organizations such as railways. AM is defined as a coordinated activity of an organization to realize 
value from assets (ISO 55000: Asset Management, 2014). Currently, the AM framework includes the engineering 
and governance perspectives (Mardiasmo, Tywoniak, Brown, & Burgess, 2008). From the engineering 
perspective, AM focuses on parameters related to asset performance such as availability, reliability, 
maintainability, and supportability parameters. From the governance perspective, AM focuses on aspects such as 
organizational, ownership, responsibility, creditability, and accountability.  

Asset management is aimed at facilitating decision making and optimization (Tam & Price, 2008). Therefore, 
managing complex technical assets in industry during their whole lifecycle is highly dependent on availability and 
accessibility of two main components: a) the facts that provide data related to various features of the asset ; and b) 
the algorithms that extract information and knowledge from the facts. The developments in Information and 
Communication Technology (ICT) have increased the availability of data and accessibility to algorithms that were 
computationally expensive before. There have also been continuous advances in more efficient data structures and 
algorithms that require lower computational cost. This has enabled the use of Artificial Intelligence (AI) as a 
potentially powerful tool to solve problems related to AM, operation, and maintenance (Tam & Price, 2008). T 

he level of automation in AM can be enhanced by combining domain knowledge with an end-to-end automated 
platform enabled by data-driven analytics. This refers to the concept of Augmented Asset Management (AAM). 
An AAM platform aims to facilitate integration and transformation of data into information, knowledge and 
context models that are based on available sources of data collection, keeping the domain specific challenges at its 
center, and adapting the analytics to the needs of the end-user. (Kumari, Karim, Thaduri, & Castano, 2021) 

AM of complex technical system-of-systems needs cross-organizational operation and maintenance, asset data 
management and context-aware analytics (Kumari et al., 2021). This creates the need for a common and distributed 
platform to integrate, analyze, and share information regarding overall asset health and performance. Emerging 



technologies such as AI and digitalization can facilitate the augmentation of AM by providing data-driven and 
model-driven approaches to analytics, i.e., now-casting and forecasting.  

Now-casting deals with understanding the characteristics of the data and how it interacts with the Key Performance 
Indicators (KPI) identified for the system (Bragoli & Modugno, 2017). Forecasting deals with predicting the future 
state of a system as accurately as possible based on historical data and the knowledge of future events that might 
impact the forecast (Hyndman & Athanasopoulos, 2018). 

Now-casting and forecasting analytics utilize the available data for a system and transform it into useful 
information based on the requirements of industrial contexts. These analytics aim to provide insight and knowledge 
about the relationships in data such as correlations and causalities of real-world phenomena. This often involves 
intensive processing of vast amounts of data. The lack of data and insufficient data quality related to assets can 
reduce the accuracy of the now-casting and forecasting. 

To enable context-aware now-casting and forecasting, the provision of a concept to describe the industrial context 
is essential. One of the concepts for context-aware analytics suggested by (Karim et al, 2016), describes four (4) 
phases of analysis, i.e.: 1) Descriptive Analytics – ‘What has happened?’; 2) Diagnostic Analytics – ‘Why 
something has happened?’; 3) Predictive Analytics – ‘What will happen in the future?’; and 4) Prescriptive 
analytics – ‘What needs to be done?’. From a knowledge discovery perspective, these four phases of analysis are 
interdependent and provide insight into aspects such as fault identification, fault isolation, and physics of failure. 
(Karim, Westerberg, Galar, & Kumar, 2016) Theses phases of analytics enhances industries’ capability in ‘Now-
casting’ and ‘Forecasting’. The now-casting phase constitutes context-based descriptive and diagnostic analytics 
while the forecasting phase constitutes ‘predictive’ and ‘prescriptive’ analytics.  

However, implementing context-aware now-casting and forecasting in an operational environment with vast 
number of contexts is challenging. If the analytics is adapted to each individual context, then the overall 
architecture and infrastructure of the AI solution also becomes complex and complicated. This is due to a number 
of components in the solution and the interaction between these components. Simultaneously, the individual 
characteristics might not be well represented, when increasing the level of abstraction of the solution and 
developing generic algorithms to address multiple contexts, which in turn reduces the accuracy of the analytics. 
Hence, optimizing the number of algorithms becomes fundamental for the overall availability, reliability, 
maintainability, and supportability of the AI-solution.  

Fleet management of railway rolling stock consists of a number of vehicles with different operational contexts 
such as the operating environment, stakeholders responsible for ownership, operation and maintenance , and end 
users. It is challenging to model the behavior of each individual in a fleet as it increases the complexity of the 
architecture and infrastructure of the AI solution, with requirement for data acquisition and model development 
for every individual operating in different contexts. The Individual2Fleet and Fleet2Individual approach proposed 
by (Kumari et al., 2021) can be used to simplify the infrastructure of the AI solution. The Fleet2Individual and 
Individual2Fleet approach is based on making generalisations for the fleet and identifying the individual behvaiors 
that are outliers from the fleet. This approach can help to optimize the number of digital assets such as data 
acquisition and models that are required to represent the behavior of the fleet without compromising the unique 
behaviors of the individuals. 

Hence, this paper proposes a framework for context-aware now-casting and forecasting analytics for AAM of 
railways  based on the Fleet2Individual and Individual2Fleet approach.  The proposed framework is described and 
verified by applying it to the case of fleet of railway rolling stock in Sweden. The practical implications of the 
proposed framework is to provide industries with a tool that can be used to simplify the implementation of AI and 
digital technologies in now-casting and forecasting. 

2 Background 

The introduction of AI empowered analytics to industry needs to be adapted to the industrial contexts. Industrial 
AI (IAI), is part of the AI that is relevant and adapted to the specific characteristics of industrial contexts (Lee, 



2020). The four phases of the analysis used in context-aware analytics, suggested in the concept described by 
(Karim et al., 2016), is shown in Fig. 1. 

Descriptive analytics gives a picture of the past and present condition of an asset with the use of narrative tools 
such as bar charts, scatter plots, pie charts etc. Diagnostic analytics gives an insight into the event that has 
happened. Additional data that might be related to the event, is needed for diagnostic analytics in order to explain 
the event. Data mining and data integration tools are needed for diagnostic analytics. Predictive analytics is based 
on the historical behavior of assets and knowledge of the future operating conditions, in order to predict failures 
in future. Techniques such as regression analysis, predictive modelling, machine learning, time series forecasting 
etc. are needed for predictive analytics. Prescriptive analytics provides insights on proactive strategies that can be 
implemented in order to prevent failures in the future based on the forecasting from predictive analytics. 
Optimization tools and simulations are needed for prescriptive analytics. (Famurewa, Zhang, & Asplund, 2017)  

These phases of analytics enhance industries’ capability in now-casting and forecasting. Now-casting in industrial 
context is the process of providing the capability that aims to bring insight into what has happened and why has it 
happened. Now-casting uses data to recognize isolate and identify a real-world phenomenon. This process also 
tries to describe the underlying causes, which have led to the appearance of the identified phenomenon. 
Forecasting, on the other hand, refers to the process of providing capability that aims to predict what will happen 
in the future. Forecasting uses data and models to predict the appearance of a real-world phenomenon. Forecasting 
is essential to enable prescription that aims to prevent unwanted situations and failures in industry. 

These four phases of analytics are data driven and model driven. To integrate data from multiple heterogeneous 
sources, for effective decision making, tools and technologies to acquire, integrate and visualize data are needed 
(Extract-, 2015). 

Data Acquisition - One of the key performance drivers for asset management is data acquisition and data pre-
processing for performing data analysis and decision support to improve the performance of engineering assets 
(Mathew, Ma, & Hargreaves, 2009). Furthermore, the utilization of the relevant engineering data needs to be 
transferred to information for improved reliability, availability, safety, efficiency, and sustainability of assets 
(Murphy & Chang, 2009) . The data usability also needs to be implemented for an efficient way of leveraging the 
data (Tretten & Karim, 2014). Especially, in fleet management, there is an immense value of utilizing the data for 
information (Kinnunen, Marttonen-Arola, & Kärri, 2016). Hence, there is a need to investigate the quality of data 
before analyzing it (Aljumaili, Karim, & Tretten, 2016).  

 
Fig. 1 the four phases of analytics for context aware now-casting and forecasting analytics 

 

 

 



Data Integration - The data gathered from various databases often have heterogeneity of datasets in terms of data 
types such as numeric, textual, image, audio, video, point cloud etc. However, all these disparate types of data 
need to be integrated to generate value for effective decision support for AM (Thaduri, Galar, & Kumar, 2015). It 
is also required to integrate asset data not only from computer maintenance management systems (CMMS) and 
online condition monitoring (CM) systems but also from supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) that 
are rarely used for asset diagnosis and prognosis (Galar, Palo, Van Horenbeek, & Pintelon, 2012). An architecture 
needs to be developed based on existing datasets to obtain a unified database that can be further exploited for data 
analysis. The advantages of data integration are to improve the data quality by decreasing inconsistencies, 
duplication, and conflicts (Beck, Fu, Cohn, Bennett, & Stell, 2007). Integration can also be done by optimizing 
horizontal (crosscutting across various databases) and vertical (from higher level to lower level) databases for 
consistency (Grossmann, Stumptner, Mayer, & Barlow, 2010). Automated data integration with expert judgement 
and learning-based approaches will be efficient in terms of utilization, processing, and usability for the data 
analysis (Dong & Rekatsinas, 2018) 

MetaAnalysis – MetaAnalysis refers to an automated process of data pre-processing, feature selection, and 
selection of the suitable machine-learning algorithm based on performance evaluation of different algorithms on 
the given data set. The MetaAnalysis process is expected to expedite the initial analysis of newly received 
datasets.(Kumari, Karim, Karim, & Arenbro, 2022)  

From a knowledge discovery perspective, the four phases of analytics in  Fig. 1 are inter dependent and provide 
insight to aspects such as fault detection, fault isolation, and fault identification. Fault detection, isolation and 
identification can ensure the desired performance of a complex system-of-systems both in the presence and absence 
of faults (Hwang, Kim, Kim, & Seah, 2010).  

Fault – A fault is defined as a state of an item or system characterized by its inability to perform a required function, 
excluding the inability during preventive maintenance or other planned actions, or due to lack of external resources 
(CEN, 2010). To improve the functioning of the system, fault diagnosis is performed to monitor the location, and 
identify the faults within the system. The goal for the early fault diagnosis is to get sufficient time for counter 
measures which include planning of maintenance actions, such as repair, replace, postponing of operations, etc. 
(Isermann, 2005).  

Fault detection - Fault detection involves detecting and reporting an anomalous condition. Generally, it is based 
on measurement data from various instrumentation systems and information provided by human operators. This 
process requires analytical knowledge and understanding of information provided by humans which is called 
heuristic knowledge. Hence, fault detection is often considered as a knowledge-based approach.  

Fault isolation - Fault Isolation determines which component/item has a fault, such as, kind, shape, size, location, 
and time of fault by evaluating symptoms. For fault detection, analysis of a single measurement can be sufficient, 
while a set of measurements is normally necessary for performing fault isolation. To accomplish it, a set of 
structured attributes need to be designed. Each measurement is defined to be sensitive to a subset of faults, whilst 
remaining measurements are to be insensitive to other faults. The measurement set has the necessary sensitivity to 
an individual fault and is insensitive to other faults. This method is also known as residual-based method which 
relies on relationships and characteristics of all items of interest.(Meskin & Khorasani, 2011), (Rajeswari, 
Sathiyabhama, Devendiran, & Manivannan, 2014) 

Fault identification - can be considered as an important objective of a fault diagnosis framework. Fault 
identification is the method for estimating information related to the fault after its detection. The identification 
outcome facilitates fault isolation through evaluating the expected measurement values with their normal values. 
It also determines the nature of the fault (Jardine, Lin, & Banjevic, 2006).  

Fault detection, isolation and identification is more challenging in fleet management due to the large amount of 
data collected from each individual in a fleet and the similarity and variability between the behaviors of the 
individuals in a fleet that require adaptive models (Zaccaria, Stenfelt, Aslanidou, & Kyprianidis, 2018). These 
adaptive models can be derived based on the similarity analysis between the individuals of the fleet and context 



adaptation based on the similarity analysis in situations, where the individuals of a fleet operate in different 
contexts. Similarity analysis is done by identifying a feature for which similarity/dissimilarity is measured, keeping 
the other features constant (Wang & Megalooikonomou, 2008). 

In this paper the above concepts have been applied to the augmented asset management in railways for the fleet 
management of roling stock. There are studies for fleet management that aim to optimize aspects such as resource 
planning and management, logistics etc. (Penna et al., 2017)(Bnouachir et al., 2020) for physical assets. In addition, 
there are several studies for forecasting in railways, for example, freight diesel locomotive (LingAitis, Lebedevas, 
& Liudvinavičius, 2014), railway traffic (Konstantinova, Olentsevich, Konyukhov, Guseva, & Olentsevich, 2021) , 
noise level (Orynchak, Melnyk, & Havran, 2021), train delays due to the condition of switches and crossings 
(Thaduri, 2020), predicting train disruptions (Fink, Zio, & Weidmann, 2013), data mining to draw up risk and 
control plans for trains (Kalathas & Papoutsidakis, 2021), mathematical models for effective and efficient 
utilization of railway freight cars (Milenkovic & Bojovic, 2019), and a simulation of railway fleet maintenance 
based on interactions of components such as rolling stock, infrastructure etc.(Bury, Spieckermann, Wortmann, & 
Hübler, 2018). These studies have provided various optimization models for the fleet management of physical 
assets in railways.  

The fleet management approach may also be used for optimization of digital assets such as a number of algorithms 
used in analytics. A similar framework for integration of models for each asset in a fleet of tools, to generate risk 
indices has been proposed by (Thomas, Dubey, Viassolo, & Zanette, 2020). However, this model does not consider 
the optimization of the number of individual models based on the comparisons between the fleet behavior and the 
individual behavior. In context-aware now-casting and forecasting, the number of algorithms can be optimized by 
optimizing the number of operational contexts. The optimization might be done by a generalization and 
specialization approach based on fleet behavior and individual behavior. This has been introduced as a top down, 
i.e. Fleet2Individual, and bottom up, i.e., Individual2Fleet, approach to analytics (Kumari et al., 2021).  

However, there is a need for an appropriate framework to enable the implementation of Fleet2Individual and 
Individual2Fleet approach in an industrial context of complex technical system-of-systems for now-casting and 
forecasting. A framework is defined as a meta-level model (a higher-level abstraction) through which a range of 
concepts, models, techniques, methodologies can either be clarified and/or integrated (Jayaratna, 1994). The, 
proposed framework in this paper integrates the concepts discussed in this section and it consists of the 
categorization of components that have a process flow of interconnected steps. This proposed framework is applied 
and verified for the case of fleet of rolling stock in Sweden. 

3 The proposed framework 

The proposed framework for now-casting and forecasting consists of four (4) interconnected components i.e.: a) 
context definition; b) data Extract/Transform/Load (ETL); and c) fault detection and identification, and 4) now-
casting and forecasting analytics. These components and their inherent items/steps are aimed to facilitate the 
analytics process in fleet asset management. Fig. 2 illustrates the proposed framework and the relationships 
between its components and steps. 



 

Component: I. Context Definition 

Step 1 –Domain specification - Industrial AI aims to apply AI enabled technologies to develop analytic services 
for real world challenges in industrial applications. To develop an analytic service, it is important to define the 
industrial domain for which the service is being developed. An industrial domain definition can be on a higher 
abstraction level, such as ‘railways,’ or for a specific challenge within an industrial domain, such as ‘preventive 
maintenance of engines and compressors in railway vehicles in Norbotten.’The subsequent steps of the framework 
are dependent on the industrial domain specified in Step 1.  

Step 2- End-user specification- The analytic services developed for an industrial domain need to be further adapted 
to the context of the end user. For instance, the vehicle owners of a fleet of railway vehicles are interested in the 
overall performance of the fleet, while a maintenance engineer is interested in insights on failure and repair times 
of individual components used in the railway vehicles. The definition of the end user context leads to the next step 
of defining the KPIs. 

 

   
Fig. 2 The proposed framework for now-casting and forecasting analytics in augmented asset management with a 

fleet2individual and individual2fleet approach 

 

 



Step 3- KPI identification - Now-casting analytics uses available data to calculate parameters of interest that are 
not known otherwise. These parameters of interest can be the KPIs for end users in an industrial domain. The end 
users might be interested in more than one KPI that contributes to factors such as cost, sustainability, short term 
goals  and long term goals for their organization. However, in the first iteration of developing the analytic services, 
it is recommended to select a single KPI of interest. This can further contribute to complex analysis based on 
multiple KPIs the interactions and correlations between them. The efficiency and effectiveness of the analytic 
services will depend on the stepwise identification of KPIs in the domain either through literature survey or through 
interviews with domain experts.  

Component: II. ETL 

Step 4-Data acquisition - Data acquisition is dependent upon the nature of operational assets, nature of the 
organizations, and their strategy goals to achieve desired outcomes. Engineering asset data comprises of 
configuration and baseline data, asset condition data, event or incident data, environmental data and process data. 
Data quality of the acquired data is one of the key concerns from an application area point of view. Data quality 
has also a significant impact on decisions and their respective consequences since decisions with the help of data-
drive algorithms.  

Step 5- Data integration - In this step the asset data from multiple heterogenous sources is integrated into a unified 
database that is used for further analysis. This unified database consists of operation, maintenance, failure, and 
condition monitoring data of the fleet and individual assets of the fleet over different spatial and temporal 
operational contexts. 

Step 6 – MetaAnalysis - The MetaAnalysis of the integrated data automates the process of data pre-processing. 
Identification of important features that contribute to the KPIs and identification of suitable models for 
development of analytic services on the given data. This step, therefore, identifies and removes data quality issues 
such as missing, incomplete, and duplicate data and speeds up feature and model selection through automation. 

Fleet2Individual Individual2Fleet – The fault detection, isolation and identification steps of the proposed 
framework are carried out in parallel (a) and (b) processes as shown in Fig. 2, for the whole fleet and for individual 
vehicles in the fleet, respectively. Establishing the two-way relationship between the fleet and the individual, helps 
to generalize on the fleet level that account for each individual of the fleet, as well as to identify individuals/groups 
of individuals that differ from those generalizations. The conditions encountered by the individual vehicles are 
used to define the context of the fleet when the individual behavior is same as the fleet. Similarly, the context of 
the fleet specifies the expected behavior of an individual in that context, and therefore helps in identifying outliers. 

Component: III. Fault Detection and Identification 

Step 7 – Fault detection - This step consists of 1) defining the normal behavior of the system under consideration 
2) defining the fault i.e., the deviation from normal behavior, and 3) spotting the occurrence of the defined fault. 

Step 8 – Fault isolation- Fault isolation in the proposed framework, refers to the description of the characteristics 
of the fault such as, the type of fault, the location of occurrence and the time of occurrence. In this step, the fault 
is isolated by narrowing down the considered values of these characteristics, by one characteristic at a time. This 
is done to identify the set of characteristics that represent the majority of the faults occurring in the system. 

Step 9 – Fault identification - In this step the impact of the isolated fault on the overall system performance is 
identified. This is done by analyzing the isolated faults as a percentage of the total faults occurring in the system. 
This helps in identifying the extent of impact of the isolated fault on the system. 

Component: IV. Now-casting and forecasting analytics 

Step 10 – Now-casting - The information about the system, that is extracted from fault detection, isolation and 
identification steps, is used for now-casting to answer the questions 1) what has happened and 2) why it has 



happened. It is done by visualizing the historical and the current state of the KPIs and identifying trends or patterns 
in the data.  

Step 11 - Forecasting - The trend or pattern identified in the historical data is projected into the future under similar 
operational contexts, in order to forecast the future value of the KPIs. This can be done using various modelling 
techniques that involve a predicted variable and one/multiple predictor variables. The selection of now-casting and 
forecasting models depend upon multiple factors such as the intended outcome of the model, the availability of 
historical data, the desired model accuracy etc. 

Step 12 – Similarity analysis - The similarity analysis involves identifying the similarity and differences in 
behavior of the fleet and individuals/group of individuals. This is done by comparing the similarity/dissimilarity 
between individuals and the fleet by comparing only one feature and meanwhile making other features constant. 
The features that remain constant for similarity analysis are narrowed down in the fault detection and isolation 
steps discussed previously. While narrowing down these features some data points from the entire dataset are lost 
as they do not represent these features. Therefore, it should be considered that the dataset after still has considerable 
number of data points so as to represent the behavior of the fleet and the individual. The similarity analysis helps 
to identify clusters of individuals that behave similarly to each other and to the fleet. This cone done by comparing 
values of the features using visualization techniques, algorithmic comparisons. Similarity analysis when done with 
multiple variable features can also use machine learning algorithms such as clustering to identify similar groups 
in the data. 

Step 13 – Context adaptation – The clusters/groups identified in similarity analysis may be due to the individuals 
operating in similar context. The context adaptation step involves identifying this relationship between formation 
of clusters to contexts in order to make generalizations about groups of individuals in a fleet that have similar 
operational context. For scenarios in the future, when there is insufficient data available, the behavior of the 
individuals can be predicted based on the behavior of other individuals operating in similar context. 

4 Case study description 

The proposed framework in this paper has been verified on the case of railway rolling stock in Sweden. The 
Swedish Transport Administration (Trafikverket) registers all the deviations from scheduled arrival times for 
trains. For business management, causing a deviation means that a train is delayed by 5 minutes or more in the 
travel between two measuring points that follow directly after each other in the Swedish Transport Administration's 
system. Causing a deviation also means that a train becomes 5 minutes or more delayed compared to the timetable 
at the first measuring point. 

The infrastructure manager's responsibility for deviations mainly covers additional delays caused by disruptions 
to infrastructure or operations management. The responsibility of railway undertakings or transport organizers for 
deviations includes mainly the railway vehicles and their driving. A quality fee needs to be paid by the organization 
to which the delay is assigned, for each minute of registered delay.  

The additional delays are recorded with an associated reason code from a standardized code list. The time recorded 
for this additional delay is specifically attributed to the reason codes. The purpose of recording this reason code is 
to identify the cause of this delay and the party responsible for addressing it. This reason code is associated with a 
three-level description. Level 1(Nivå 1) describes who is the problem owner. Level 2 gives a description of the 
problem, in terms of where and what. Level 3 codes are entered only in specific cases. Train supervisor / train 
dispatcher must primarily indicate the first two levels while the third level can be completed later when the party 
that owns the delay requests for it. Railway companies and traffic organizers must pay a quality fees for level 1 
reason code as ‘railway organizations' (J-Järnvägsföretag). These three level reason codes are used to decide the 
action that should be taken on these delays. Considering each additional delay record as a failure, the combination 
of these three level reason codes gives a specific failure mode. These delays with level 1 reason code as ‘railway 
organization’ are referred to as ‘registered additional delays’ in this paper.  



The railway organization to which these delays are assigned owns a fleet of 12 railway vehicles. Apart from level 
1, 2, and 3 reason codes, a delay record also contains information about the vehicle number in which the delay was 
reported, the route on which the vehicle was operating, and the place and time of the occurrence of the delay. Since 
the railway organization has to pay for each minute of registered additional delay assigned to them, this delay is 
an important Key Performance Indicator (KPI) to assess the health of the fleet and individual vehicles in the fleet. 

5 Verification of the proposed framework 

Component: I. Context Definition 

Step 1 – Domain specification - This paper applies the context based now-casting and forecasting framework for 
asset management in railways, to the fleet management of railway rolling stock in Sweden. The case considered 
in the paper is a fleet of 12 passenger trains operating in Sweden.  

Step 2 – End-user specification - The end users for this case are the vehicle owners of the fleet of railway vehicles 
operating in Sweden.  

Step 3 – KPI identification - Once the industrial domain and the end users are identified, the related KPI is 
identified systematically as shown in Fig 4. The first step, specifies the domain as railways and identifies arrival 
delays in trains as a KPI. In the next step, after the strategy for management of railway vehicles is known, two 
KPIs are defined as the count of delays per Million Km of performance for a 1) fleet of vehicles and for 2) each 
individual vehicle. Further, the vehicle owners/operators are only responsible for delays that have ‘railway 
organization’ listed as the level 1 reason codes for additional delays. Hence, the KPI of concern is only the 
registered additional delays that are caused due to Railway organizations.  

As shown in Fig. 3, over 90% of the delay count comprises of the delays between 0-15 minutes. Due to high 
frequency of occurrence, registered additional delays between 0-15 minutes are the identified KPI for now-casting 
and forecasting analytics in order to explain, predict, and reduce these uncertainties.  

Component: II. ETL 

 
Fig. 3 the count of delays observed in the fleet of 12 railway vehicles with the delay intervals 

 

 

 

 



Step 4 - Data acquisition – Data from different stakeholders was acquired to carry out analytics for the fleet 
management of rolling stock. For the analytics in this paper, history of vehicle performance and the history of 
damage in vehicles was acquired from vehicle owners. The data on arrival delays in vehicles and registered 
additional delays was acquired by the Swedish Transport Administration (Trafikverket).The weather data was 
acquired from open source API based on the time and location of the train operation. The acquired datasets were 
for a fleet of 12 railway vehicles operating in Sweden. This data is from Jan – 2018 until Dec 2020. All this data 
were received from different stakeholders in separate csv files. 

Step 5 - Data integration – The data acquired from multiple stakeholders was integrated to obtain a holistic picture 
of the vehicles in the fleet. The data sources were integrated based on the date associated to the records, the vehicle 
numbers associated to the records and the place of operation associated to the records.  

Step 6 – MetaAnalysis – This step was done to identify the important features in the data that had an impact on the 
KPI, i.e. registered additional delays. The parameters used for this analysis were the reason code for the delays, 
place of occurrence of the delays, month/quarter/year of occurrence of the delays,  and weather parameters such 
as temperature, humidity, and weather condition associated to the delays. After conducting a regression analysis 
through an automated MetaAnalyser platform, it was observed that the ‘reason code’ was the prominent feature 
that had impact on the KPI. Therefore, reason codes were the selected features for the now-casting and forecasting 
analytics. 

Component: III. Fault detection and identification 

Step 7 – Fault detection - A registered additional delay is considered as fault in the context of this paper, if it 
satisfies all the 3 criteria. 

1. delays that are > 3 minutes 
2. the level 1 reason code is assigned as ‘railway organization’(Järnvägsföretag) 
3. delays that are <15 minutes 

It was observed that there were a total of 6090 registered additional delays in total for the fleet of 12 railway 
vehicles, that fulfilled the above criteria.  

Step 8 – Fault isolation -The registered additional delays are assigned with 3 level reason codes. The level 1 reason 
code describes the problem owner which is ‘railway organization’ in the context of this case study. The level 2 
and level 3 reason codes give a broad and narrow description respectively, of the reason of occurrence of the delay.  

  
Fig 4 systematic identification of KPIs based on the industrial domain, the end-users 

 

 

 

 

 



Fig. 7 shows a relative distribution of registered additional delays by level 2 reason codes for the fleet of 12 
vehicles. The most frequently attributed level 2 reason code to the KPI considered in this case is RC8, followed 
by RC2, RC4, RC7 and RC6. Fig. 5 shows a relative distribution of registered additional delays by level 2 reason 
codes for each individual vehicle in the fleet. It is observed in Fig. 5 as well that The most frequently attributed 
level 2 reason code to the KPI considered in this case is RC8, followed by RC2, RC4, RC7 and RC6. Based on 
this above observation, in the next step only the registered additional delays with most frequently attributed level 
2 reason codes (RC8, RC2, RC4, RC7 and RC6) are considered for further analysis.  

In Fig. 6, a relative distribution of registered additional delays by level 3 reason codes with filtered level 2 reason 
codes in the previous step, for individual vehicles is shown. Delays with most frequently attributed level 3 reason 
codes are identified in this step. It can be seen in Fig. 6, that for most of the recorded delays, the level 3 reason 
code is unknown (denoted by U in Fig. 6).  

A similar relative distribution of registered additional delays by level 3 reason codes with filtered level 2 reason 
codes for the fleet of 12 vehicles showed that the fleet behavior is similar to the behavior of individual vehicles in 
terms of occurrence level 3 reason codes with 3 most frequently attributed level 3 reason codes being, ‘U’, ‘C3 
14’ and ‘C3 17’ . However, the distribution registered additional delays that were attributed to other level 3 reason 
codes was observed to be different for the fleet than for individual vehicles. Therefore, in order to represent the 
fleet behavior as well as the variation in behavior of the individual vehicles, registered additional delays attributed 
to 8 most frequently attributed level 3 reason codes were selected for further analysis. 

 
Fig. 5 the relative distribution of registered additional delays by level 2 reason codes for individual vehicles 

 

 

 



In the next step, a distribution of registered additional delays by their route of operation was observed for individual 
vehicles as shown in Fig. 8.  It was observed that most of the registered additional delays for individual vehicles 
occurred in routes R4, R5, R6 and R9. A distribution of registered additional delays by route of operation for the 
fleet showed similar result. Therefore, R4, R5, R6 and R9 were identified as the routes with highest frequency of 
occurrence of registered additional delays.  

 
Fig. 6 the relative distribution of registered additional delays for top 5 level 2 reason codes by level 3 reason codes for individual vehicles 

 

 

 
Fig. 7 the relative distribution of registered additional delays by level 2 reason codes for the fleet 

 

 

 



Step 9 – Fault identification -  Table 1 shows the isolated delays from step 8 as percentage of the total registered 
additional delays that were identified as the KPIs for this case. The first column in Table 1 shows the vehicle 
number. The second column shows the total number of delays that were considered as KPI according to the criteria 
in step 3 for each vehicle and the fleet.The third column shows the count of delays that were isolated by level 2 
reason codes, level 3 reason codes and routes of operation in step 8 for each vehicle and the fleet. The last column 
shows the isolated delays in column 3 as a percentage of total delays in column 2. It is observed that the isolated 
delays comprise an average of 70 % of the delays registered for each individual vehicle and the entire fleet.  

Table 1 The percentage of delays that comprises the isolated delays 

Vehicle Number 

Count of total 
registered additional 
delays considered as 
KPIs 

Count of registered additional 
delays in the isolated scenario  

Isolated delays 
as percentage of 
total delays % 

X001 543 373 69 

X002 518 364 70 

X003 546 397 73 

X004 413 305 74 

X005 493 368 75 

X006 495 396 80 

X007 510 378 74 

 
Fig. 8 the relative distribution of registered additional delays for top 5 level 2 and level 3reason codes by train routes for individual vehicles 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



X008 583 440 75 

X009 468 366 78 

X010 518 364 70 

X011 527 386 73 

X012 476 341 72 

Fleet  6090 4478 74 

 

Component: IV. Now-Casting and forecasting analytics 

Step 10, 11 – Now-casting and forecasting - This step demonstrates the now-casting and forecasting for the isolated 
faults in previous steps. On the left side of Fig. 9 the count of delays for each of the 12 months in the year 2018, 
is shown which is assumed to be the the current/historical state of the system. The historical data for 12 months in 
2018 is considered in order to forecast for the next 3 months in 2019, as shown on the right side of Fig. 9. The 
now-casting and forecasting were performed using a simple linear regression model.  
The equation of the trendline as shown in Fig. 9 was observed to be  

𝑦𝑦 =  −14.766 𝑥𝑥 + 298.56 

The R2 value has been used for the evaluation of the linear model. 

𝑅𝑅2 = 1 −  
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡

 

Where,  

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 =  �(𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 − 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖)2
𝑖𝑖

 

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 =  �(𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 − 𝑦𝑦�)2
𝑖𝑖

 

Where, x = independent variable, y = dependent variable , f = predicted values of y. 

The R2 value for the model was found to be 0.7137.  

Table 2 linear regression model parameters for individual vehicles and for the fleet 

vehicle slope intercept 
R2 
score 

X001 -0,8396 22,048 0,3237 

X002 -1,2643 25,181 0,5775 

X003 -2,0571 31,857 0,436 

X004 -1,2179 26,143 0,5424 



X005 -1,0214 23,105 0,242 

X006 -0,6286 20,629 0,1542 

X007 -0,775 20,933 0,2049 

X008 -1,5964 30,838 0,4002 

X009 -1,1143 25,548 0,332 

X010 -1,3357 25,819 0,5577 

X011 -0,719 19,81 0,2492 

X012 -0,6706 20,2 0,3058 

fleet  -1,6682 26,995 0,8375 

 Fig. 9 shows the now-casting and forecasting for the fleet. Similar individual regression models were developed 
for each of the 12 vehicles in the fleet. These models are compared for similarity analysis in step 11. 

Step 11 - Similarity analysis- In this step, the slope of the regression models for individual vehicles have been 
compared with the slope of the regression modle for the fleet for similarity analysis. Table 2 shows the linear 
regression model parameters for individual vehicles and for the fleet. It is observed that all the vehicles have a 
negative slope indicating decrease in the number of delays with time. 

For similarity analysis, the slope values were divided into 4 intervals as shown in column 1 of Table 3. The vehicles 
with slope values in the same intervals form a group. individual behavior. Based on the groups observed in Table 
3, the number of linear regression models for now-casting and forecasting of the count of delays for the isolated 
scenario in step 8, , can be reduced from 13 (fleet and 12 individual vehicles) to 4. 

Table 3 similarity analysis and consequent grouping of individuals based on the slope value of their individual linear 
regression models 

slope value 
range Vehicles with slope in the give range 

0.6 - 0.8 X001 X006 X007 X011 X012 

1.0 - 1.3 X002 X004 X005 X009 X010 

2.05 X003         

1.5 - 1.6 X008 fleet       



Step 12- Context adaptation – The now-casting and forecasting analytics in this paper has been verified for the 
fleet of rolling stock in Sweden. This fleet consists of passenger trains. Further the context of the considered KPI 
in this case, i.e. registered additional delays assigned to railway organizations was narrowed down in the fault 
detection, isolation and identification steps. This has been performed by filtering the delays that were between 0-
15 minutes and were assigned to specific level 2 reason codes, level 3 reason codes and routes. Further, the now-
casting and forecasting model was developed using historical data for the year 2018 to predict the count of delays 
in the first quarter of 2019. These factors were the considered context for delays in this paper. However, there can 
be more operational contexts such as place of operation, weather conditions, type of faults that causes the delays, 
the time to repair the faults etc. that can be considered.  

6  Discussion 

Based on interviews with domain experts in the railway vehicle organizations it was found that the delays that 
were considered as KPIs in this case are those delays for which the reason of occurrence remains largely unknown. 
This can be due to the reason that level 1 and level 2 codes are entered for each registered additional delay, but 
level 3 reason codes are provided only when requested by the railway organizations, as explained in the case study 
description section. This lack of information about the reason of occurrence of the delays can cause uncertainty in 
the system. Therefore, the now-casting and forecasting of such delays is of importance for the railway 
organizations. 

The fleet of railway vehicles in Sweden is owned operated and maintained by multiple parties such as vehicle 
owner, local transport authority, vehicle operator and maintenance service provider. The vehicle owners feel the 
responsibility and need, that all parties handling the vehicles should base their operation and maintenance decisions 
on a common image of the fleet status and the vehicle status. They are interested in analytics that helps to visualize 

 
Fig. 9 the now-casting and forecasting of the count of delays in each month based identification of the trend in monthly delay count for 12 consecutive 

months 

 

 

 



the overall health of the fleet in terms of KPIs calculated on the fleet level and on individual vehicle level. For 
example, after the integration of data, the performance in kilometers, recorded damages, registered delays, failures 
in components and weather conditions for the vehicles could be retrieved for each vehicle and for the fleet on a 
specified date, place or interval in time.This provides a common picture of the fleet health to all the stakeholders. 

In section 5, the registered additional delays were filtered by level 2 reason codes, level 3 reason codes and routes. 
It is possible to further isolate the delays by identifying contexts such as the place and time of occurrence of the 
delays. In this case study, it was observed that the distribution of delays in the places Sundsvalls C and Sundsvalls 
Västra were similar for the fleet and for each individual vehicles in fleet. However, for other places such as 
Östersunds c, Storien, Ånge, Umeå, the distribution of delays in individual vehicles could not be represented by 
the fleet distribution. Additionally, the distribution of delays by quarter of the year, where q 1 – jan – mar, q2 – 
apr- jun, q3 – jul-sep, q4 – oct-dec, was observed to be, similar for the fleet and most of the individual vehicles 
with maximum delays observed in q1. However, the context for fault isolation in this case study was only 
considered for level 2 reason codes , level 3 reason codes and routes of operation. This was due to the observation 
that isolation of delays by contextx such as places and quarter of the year, led to significant reduction in number 
of data points. This may lead to overfitted models that are may not represent the general behavior of the vehicle 
or the fleet.  

It was observed in ‘step 9 – fault identification’ of section 5, that, the isolated delays in step 8 comprise of 70 per 
cent of the total delays considered as KPI in this case. This implies that the isolated delays represent a considerable 
fraction of the registered additional delays. The diagnostics performed on the set of characteristics of these isolated 
delays in terms of reason of occurrence and route of operation, can contribute to the reduction of a substantial 
number of delays that were recorded for the fleet. 

The linear regression model for now-casting and forecasting of registered additional delays in this case study was 
developed by considering the count of delays for 12 months in the year 2018 as historical data, to predict the count 
of delays in the first quarter of 2019 . This combination was established based on observation of the available data 
for the count of delays for each month in this case. It was observed that the forecast, was less accurate when the 
historical data for more than 12 months was considered and when the forecast was made for a longer period than 
3 to 4 months in the future. R2 value was chosen as the performance metric for linear regression model in this 
case. R2 value is the proportion of variance in the dependent variable that can be explained by the independent 
variable. The obtained R2 value of 0.7137 is considered as a moderate effect of the independent variable on the 
dependent variable. The linear model has been chosen for this case study due to simplicity in order to explain the 
framework. However, other regression models, e.g. exponential, logarithmic, or polynomial, may also be applied 
for now-casting and forecasting of delays.   Furthermore, for the given dataset in this case study, more complex 
model evaluation should be conducted in order to predict using historical data for 2-3 years and to be able to 
forecast over more than 3-4 months. 

The slope of the trendline of the linear regression model has been considered for similarity analysis in this case 
study. The slope represents the shape of the trendline. The comparison of the slope is done to compare the footprint 
of the behavior of the shape between the fleet and individual vehicles. The intercept of a linear model is based on 
the values of the data, while the slope tells the rate of change in the predicted variable based on the predictor 
variable. 

The similarity analysis is done to optimize the number of algorithms for a system with a generalization approach 
for the fleet as well as a specialization approach for individual vehicles. The representation of the vehicles in the 
fleet with fewer models reduces the complexity of the architecture and infrastructure of the AI solution. However, 
when very few models are representing the fleet, then specialised behavior of some of the individual vehicles 
might also be lost. Therefore, it is important to find an optimised number of models that can represent the general 
fleet behavior as well as specialized individual behaviors. When the models developed for a specific context,  need 
to be adapted to a different context, the features of the context should be varied one by one.This should be done in 
order to identify the parameters that are similar and different in different contexts. 



Within this study, a framework for context-aware now-casting and forecasting has been proposed. The proposed 
framework contains of a number of components and steps, aimed to facilitate and simplify the process of enhanced 
context-aware analytics in industrial asset management. The framework is proposing a fleet management approach 
to reduce the management of number of contexts that the analytic models need to consider and adapt to. It is 
assumed that by increasing the abstraction level of the algorithms for now-casting and forecasting, the universality 
of individual model can be increased. For verifying and validation the level of universality of analytics, a similarity 
check has been included in the framework. The similarity check tries to identify context individuals that are 
representatives for more than one context, which are considered as a fleet of contexts. In the other words, the 
proposed framework can be used as a tool to optimize the number of context-based algorithms based on common 
behavior of a group of individuals operating in different contexts and specialization of the specific characteristics 
of an individual in a given context. 

The practical implication of this work is that it will facilitate the implementation AI –based solutions in industrial 
context by reducing the complexity related to development, implementation, and maintenance of algorithms during 
the system-of-interest's whole lifecycle. 

The work with development of the proposed framework have been carried out by conceptual modelling of the 
framework. The conceptual model of the framework has then been verified in real-world use-case within railway. 
It is believed that the proposed framework can be applied to similar industrial contexts for context-aware now-
casting and forecasting in augmented asset management for mining and construction industries. However, 
additional research effort might be necessary to verify the universality of the proposed framework over a system’s 
whole lifecycle. This have not been possible to conduct due to practical limitations, since many of the complex 
technical systems in industry have a long lifetime, e.g. 10-50 years. 

7 Conclusions 

The purpose of this paper has been to explore if AI empowered now-casting and forecasting can be simplified, and 
to develop and propose an appropriate framework for context-aware analytics in various industrial contexts. 
Implementation of now-casting and forecasting to an industrial context with a large number of operational contexts 
is challenging. To overcome this challenge, the fleet2individual and individual2fleet approach was used. This 
approach is used to optimize the number of algorithms by optimizing the number of operational contexts. The 
proposed framework consists of 4 components i.e. context definition, data extract transform and load, fault 
detection and identification, and now-casting and forecasting analytics. The fault detection and isolation, and now-
casting and forecasting analytics have been conducted for the top-down i.e. fleet2individual and bottom up i.e. 
individual2fleet approach followed by similarity analysis between individuals and fleet and proposing the idea of 
adaptation of the analytics to the context. The proposed framework was described and verified by using the case 
of railway rolling stock in Sweden. 

Based on the findings from the conducted research activity, it can be concluded that the proposed framework can 
be utilized as a handrail, by industries dealing with complex technical systems to facilitate the implementation of 
AI and digital technologies for context-aware now-casting and forecasting analytics. The future work may be 
focusing on the investigation and identification of appropriate universal technologies, methodologies, and tools 
within the individual components and steps of the proposed framework. This is to increase the universality of the 
framework and its inherent components. 
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